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ABSTRACT
Assessing.the property taxin terms of agriculture,

this reporit,analyzs the following in an histoilical sense in order to.
draw implications for the future: (T), the importance of the property
tax to the agricultural sector; (2) the horizontal equity of .the
property-tax for the agricultual and nonagricultural sectors ip
terms of ficome and wealth; and (3) some of the internal changes in

the agricultural sector which have a bearing ot, the property, taxes
paid by that sector. Three key property tax series provide the core
data for 'much of this analysis. Impetus for this study is explained
ill,terms of secular changerelative decline of the agricultural
sector; declining nole of the property tax; growth of-locai
nonproperty taxes: increased exemption of personal property;
increased relief to'hokeowners; increased. use of differential
assessment; changes in educational finance. Presented via narrative
and tabular data, the analysis deals with: property tax incidence
(traditional view, curientview, and implications);
agricultural-nonagricultural comparisons (income and wealth basis);
and internal agricultural sector changes'(number of farms, taxable

..-
fanpland, farm population, value of farmland and buildings, real

*estate as an input, 'and farm income) . The analysis concludes that the
longrun horizon,tal,tax/income -ratio inequity of the property tax
borne by the. agricultural sector, is likely to dAtinue. (JC)
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AGRICULTURE AND THE PROPERTY TAX: A FORWARD Look BASED
ON A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE. By Jerome M. Stam and Ann Gordon
<Sibold. Economic Dpvelopment Division, Economic Research ServiCe, U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Economic Report No. 391.
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ABSTRACT . , .

.s, r
An evaluativ in a historical setting is'made of. (1) the importance of the

eropertytaic to the adieultural, sector, (2) the horizontal equity of the
property tax for the agricultural sector in terms ofboth income and wealth,

r and (3) some of the internal changes in the agricultural sector which have a
,,.1.; bearing on the property taxes paid by that sector. Horizontal equity of thc

farm property tax is investigated under Various assumptions.
t

Keywords4 Taxation, Property tax4 'F'arim real estate tax, Farm personal
property tax, Agricuttyral taxation. 1:
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'or
S'UMMAR'Y

The purpose of the report is to analyze the following in a historicdl sense in
qrder to draw implications for the future. (1) the importance of the property
tax to the agricultural sector, (2) the,horizontil equity. of the property tai fqr
the Agricultural and nonagricultural sectors in terms'of income and Wealth, and
(3) some of the internal changes in the agricultural sector which have a bearing
on the property taxes paid by that sector.

One way of,measuring tax;neirtrality immig industries is to compare taxes
with the share of national income originating from the industries in question.
During the 1932-75 period, farm property taxes accounted for,8.0 percent of
all property taxis, but only 4.0 percent of the national income originating in

. farming. (Dita are available for all series only since 1932.) VieWed another
way, during the same span property taxes took 7.9,percent of the n,itional
income originating in farming, but only 4.0 percent of the national income
originating in the nonfarm sector gy,these measures; the agricultural,sector
has been Vying proportionately more of the Nation's property tax bill than
has the nonagricultural *sector, when this,bunden is compared with the two
sectors' respective shares of national income. The report enumerates a number
of hypotheses that may be advanced to explain the dispropdrtionate burden of
the agricultural sector.

The situation regarding agriculture's shire of natiohal wealth ancrits share of
the total property tax bill is'not quite as clear cut. A measurement of hori-
zontal equity between sectors bythe ratio of..taxes to wealth shows that the
agricultural sector trOitionagy has paid Proportionatelyfewer prOperty taxes
than has the nonagricultural sector. Data:show that this conclusion bolls for
the entire post:1935 time periqd. In 1935, the ratio of property taxes to
wealth was .010 (1.0 percent) for the agricultural sector and .015 (1.5 percent)
for the nonagricultutal sector. In 1974, the ratios were .006 And .014, respec-
tively Throughout the 3 ear span, the range of ratio differences in favor of
the agricultUral sector varii from .002 to .007. However, the evidence suggests

% that property taxes are capitalized into farm property values. This depresses
the farm values to some degree and distOrts comparisons with other sectors. Of
cOqrse, there are varying degrees of property tax capitalization in the other .

sectors as Well.

Nevertheless, taxes are typically paid from current income. So the policy-
maker's concern about the relativestax/income ratios tends to dominate that
for tiftrelative tax/wealth ratiosand the concern

,
for the agricultural sector's

comparative "burden" continttes.
The burden of the property tax alsd' should not be viewed in a vacuum

A property taxes comprise only cane segment of the total U.S. tax, system. Other
taxes, may favor tile agricultural sector. Local propeoy taxes are deductible

1 .
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from Federal income taxes. Thus, high property tax bills Hay res ult in lower A

income tax billi and-a muchdifferent tax burden overall.. The mostNfent

evidence indicates that the burden oille (.18..tax system by level ofjainily /
incomeis approximately proportional. . .

The limn property tax provides longrun stability as a. source of revenue.

This is because of,the constancy of farmland ag an input in the agricultural

sector (18,20 peracent of all farm inpiits since 1870) and because the value of

farmland and buildings as 4 percentage of the value of all farni assets has not

changed muclIthough time. The basic historical factors that influence farm

p'rop,erty taxes do not appear likely to vary mill in the foreseeable future

Tbrus, the longrun horizontal tax/incomeiratio inequity of the property tax

borne by the agricultural sector is likely to continue.

4
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AGRICULTURE AND THE PROPERTY TA){:
A FORWARD LOOK ON :A

HISTORICAL P,ERSPECTIYE.
-

_ Jerome M. Stan: and Ann Gordon Sibold

INtRODUCTION

Pr perty taxation is one of the oldest means of raising public revenue,
-partici!' rly at the lochl level. The nature and scope of this tax havevaried
much through the yeirs, especially with regard to types of pioperty actually
subject to taxation.

This report, using a hisroricalsetting, evaluates (11 the importance of the
p5ipperty tax to the agricultural sector, (2) the horizontal equity-of the prop-
erty tax for the agricultural sector (vis-a-vis the nonagricultural sector) in terms
of both income and wealth,2 and (3) some of the internal changes of the
agricultural sector which have a bearing on the property takes paid by that
sector. Horizontal equity of the farm property tax is investigated under-vanous
assuglptions.

In colonial times, specific property tax, rates Often wereipplie.d to particu-
lar ,categories of property, and types.of property specifically not included by ,

legislative enactment in the taxable list were exempt (31, pp. 10-12).3 However,
property taxes were not a)arge parf of colonial revenue structures. Poll taxes,
customs and excises, and primitive forms of income taxation generally were
more important. Through time, other items have been added to thttaxable list
in the United Slates, as governmen6 have sought to raise more revenue or to

s tax most property similarly.
This evolutionary development resulted in the general property tax a4 it

,
' Dr SISIM is leader of the State and Local Governthent Program Arca, Economic

Development Division, EconomiC.Rescar,ch Service. Ms Sibold, formerlj,an economist
in the State and Local Government Prpgram Arca, is presently Program Analyst, Conserva-
tiOn and Education,Staff, Office of Minagement and Finance, USDA.

principle of horizontrl equitystates that equals should he treated equally. In U.S.
law, this principle is reflected in the legal rule of,equ'ality under the law. In tax theory, It is
reflected m the ability-to-pay criterion. which states, first, that individuals ought to be
taxed according to their ability to pay, and second, that individuals having similar testi-
riomic circumstapecs should be taxed equally. !mins, report, horizOrnal equity is first
measured in terms of taxes as a percentage of income. But income is not the only,criterion
of ability to pay The property tax is a tyl,c.of wealth taxation and another measure of
horizontal equity between sectors is tax pay mcntssas a ratio.or percentage of wealth. (This
assemes that wealth is correlated with holdings of taxable property.t This is the second
horizontal equity concept addressed in this report.

'Italicized numbers in parentheses refer to items in literature cited, p. 61.
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existed beginning shortly before the CivilsWair 4-47). The principle

of taxing_aecbrding to markemalue hadebecome established and the base of

the tax had been broadened. The intent was the taxation of all property,

movable and immovable, tangible and intangible; real and personal at one

uniform rate. This approach resulted from the presumed equity of the tax-,

distrust of the earlier legislative exemption policy, and aversion to possible

preferential treatment of some forms of property.
The feeling in 6tid-19th century America was that property ownership was

an adetitiate indicator of taxpaying capacity and that the burden of taxation

could lertiistributed equitably on the basis of ,property values regardless of

form or.use. Thus, this assumption of homogeneity was at the center of general

property tax, theory. This was reasonably valid in a largely agricultural

economy without great variations in the distribution of wealth and income.

The general property tax was therefore a reaction to the selective property tax

system which preceded it and but one stage in property tax evolution.
The subsequent dev. elopment of a more specialized economy put pressure

on the general property tax homogeneity assumption. Property holdings

became more complex over time as did the actual property tax code. Economic

reality came to differ from the older basic assumptions about the property tax
and this led once again to challenges to the syscein,,The property tax became

the most widely attacked part of our tax structure. This criticism has been

expressEd for at least a half century (30, p. 99).
Despite the mounting criticism, the property tax still" has a number of

advantages. Among those advantages. ( I) it has a relatively stable yield;(2) it is

the largest source of locally generated tax revenue and it cannot be easily
replaced by other forms of taxation; (3) it permits a great degree of local
administrative discretion and local control, (4) it provides for appropriate tax

ing of private property that is enhanced, by local public services;, 5) it falls'

more heavily on the wealthy (withlarge property holdings) as it perhaps shbuld;

and (6) it encourages owners of marginal or nonproductive,properties to

develop or sell them engendering a higher social use for the property.'
In the modern setting, however, the list of alleged problems with the

property tax remains quite long. Among the alleged disadvantages frequently

noted are. (1) regresswity (absorbing a greater proportion of the income of
low-income than high-income families), (2) a relatively inflexible yi51d, (3) an'
increasing list of exemptions which may increase inequities, (4) administrative
difficulties, (5) encouragement of urban blight because of its tendency to
discourage improvements, and (6) possible creation of tax competition
between adjacent taxing districts because of potential impact on residential and

business location decisions.
A view of property taxation from a historical perspective shows that it

grew out of a' basically agrarian setting and, despite efforts over time, it is not

4.1terti (6) is true only If ladd is assessed at its highest and best use. If land is assessed at

a current yse that represents less than highest and best use, an increase in the property tax

simply yields a capital loss to the owner.

2
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yet-adjusted to an essentially urbari sqcitty. The early property tax as mo e
equitable than is presently the ca* because most wealth wag held in
of property, land was fixed in location, and services demand were fe
only a small share of national wealth is rfpresente0 by real estate.

-Americans own no real property: but have relatively large sums in
intangibles. Such'wealth is highly mobile, makilig it difficult for loca
ments to tax. Also, local service demands have grown, tbus increas
pressure orr the property tax base.

The relationship of the property tax to American agriculture th
years has been the totic of numerous e.conomiostudies. Most of the
have focused on specific problems in a relatively short time fame. 1
ing to view the:property tax and agriculture in the United States in
historical context, for example, since colonial times. Unfortunately,
are limited largely to the 20th century. This is not as restritge as
at first glance, however, sincesit has been during the last three-quart
century that the developments concerning the property tax have ac
As Alba as this period is, it has seen the U.S. economy and its, tax s
evolve from domination by rural institutions to domination by ci
wealth.held in intangiblelorms,and by a pppulation latily remot

REAS ONS FQR

IP There are two major reasons for this study. he first is to ass
tial effect ctf secular change on the property tax, and the second
new theoretical d6elopmentt.

SECULAR CHANGE

A number of factors have the potential to alter the relative
burden of the agricultural sector vis -a -vis the nonagricultural se
these have become mote important in recent years. Some may
the agricultural sector while others may be detrimentalbut t
effect is not clear on an a priori basis, Part of the intent of th.
at the net effect of these factors on the agricultural sector iii

-Though it is not the purpose of the study to investigate each
detail, some brief comments on a few'Of the factors follow.
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Relative Decline of the Agricultuial Sect*

The role of the agricultural sector in the 'U.S. econo
drastically in this century. The gross national product (G

sThis is a question of horizontal equity between the sectors. I orizont I equity is one
or the most widely accepted criteria for the distribution of taxcs,among nchoduals under
the abittP-topay principle It states that indsviduals in similar si uation. should be treated
similarly4, or more precisely, people with.cqual incomePor we Ith sho Id be treated
equally. /
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increased 62 times between 1902 and 1975, The relative share of the GNP

accounted for by the farm sector declined from, 9.3 percent to 3.3 percent

betOnen 1929 and 1975, despite a 4.2-fold growth in gross farm produtt,
during the same period (55, 69). This; one important ,questi4is whether,

. Other things being equal, the property tad. load-of the agricultural sector has
,sleclined proportionately with its declining share of national income and wealth

. ,Declining Role of the Property Tax

There have -been great changes in the role the property tax plays in the

U.S. tax system. Property taxes ccotmted for only 15.5°percent of all govern-

mental (Federal, State, and local) tax revenues in 1974/75, compared with

51.4 percent in 1902 (55, 58). The big change occurred at the State level where

property taxes account for only 1.8 percent of all tax revenues toaay
(1974175), compared with 52.6 percent in 1902. At the local level, property

takes declined from 73.1 percent to 34.2 percent of total general revenues

(local general revenues,and intergovernmental transfers) between 1902 and

'1974175, Despite this transition, Property taxes still accounted for 81.6

percent of local governmental tax revenue in 1974/75, compared with 88.6

percent in 1902. ,Thtse changes reflect movements to income taxes at the

Federal level; to sales,, excise; and income taxes at the State level, and to more

intergovernmental transfers to local units. )

The important question, is how the agricultural sector fared under these
changes in a comparative sense, especially in view of its relatively high-cipital

and low-income characteristics and the switch to more income and sales types

Of taxation throughout the country. if the property tax is truly regressive, less

reliance on ieshould disproportionately benefit the agricultural sector 1,

Growth of t.ocal Nonproperty Taxes

z There has been an increase in local nonproperty taxes through the years,

especially in he urban areas (14). Local sales taxesbegan in New York City in

. the 1930's and by 1973 were authorized in 25 States and the District et,
Colinrbia (3, pp. 252-253). Local income taxes began in Philadelphia in the

1930"s and were found in 10 States and the District of Columbia by 1973(4

pp. 291-294). Both local sales and income taxes tend to be foundin'the largcir,

more densely populaited local jurisdictions and are not common in the more)
rural areas. The net effect has been relatively less local reliance on the property

tart in many of the more urban areas, which opt instead foi local nonproperty

°This.discussioii foc*s on thbrtTad historical sweep of this ccniiry However, Aaron
.

. ,

notes that statistical indi&tors conflict on whether the property tax flas become more or
less important since 1950 tr2, gip. 8.-9).,11e observes that.property taxes since that time rgse

slightly both as a percentage of GNP and as a percentage of all takes. This occurred,
because e'en though property taxes declined since 1950 as A percentage of State and local

tax venues, oVerall State and local taxes (and expencikures) grew more tapidly than
Federal tax revenues or the GNP. Much of the I2cal increas was caused by-the growth of G -

elementary and secondary education needs which ate funds in large part locally, via the

, property tax.

4 IU
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taxes and often higher loels of govern entakervice.4/This trend to local non.
property taxes thus, in balance, may have caused the agricultural sector to bear .
an even larger share of the total property tax-burden through time.

Increased Exemption of Personal Property

There has been a trend toward exempting personalty from taxation. TAis is
part of4the longrun property tax cycle that has been Observed by a number of
economists (31, p. 16); it,has been observed that as economies develop, taia-,
tion moves from a specific to an ad valorem rate, and from taxation of land to

. .
taxation of most property.' Then, because property becomes more hetero-
geneous and ownership is distributed less equally, other taxes are substituted
and the property tax reverts essentially to a levy on realty, The United States is
now in the second phase of this cycle, and the exemption of personalty from
taxation should have benefited the agricultural sector more than the non- '
agricultural sector. This is because items suctias livestock, farirt machinery,

..and motor vehicles were considered_as personal property-under many of the
old propeity taxes,laws, Such farm items are no hinger considered as personal,
property in a majority of States (48).

o

Increased Relief to Homeowners

McIsures have been enac5d in recent years to provide property tax relief
for homeowners, and aged and low-income families. This is based on the belief
that the property tax is regressive. Homestead exemptions were adopted in a
number of States beginning in the 1930's. This method granted relief to all
owners, however, not just those with.low incomes. And, it completely ignored
renters. The State generally provides the relief by excluding a portion of the
assessed value of a single-family home before applying the tax rate. AcCording
to Aaron, some 34 States had this type of relief inearly 1974 (2, p. 72).

However, this approach has been losing ground to the circuit-breaker
method pioneered by Wiscdnsin in 1964. This is an attempt to overcome the
problems of the earlier plans by granting relief when the property tax bill (or
tax equivalent for renters) exceeds a ertain percentage of household income.

-Some States granecircuit-breaker tax relief equal to t given percentage of
the property-tax bill, depending upon the 'household income level. Relief max
come as a direct reduction in the.propertj tax bill, a refundable credit against
State income taxes, or a cash refund.

By the end of 1974, some 24 States and the Distr!ct of Columbia had
adopted some form of circuit-breaker law (5). Under a farm circuit-breaker law
adopted by Michigan in 1974, farmers receive a refundable tax credit for
property taxes in excess of 7 percent of household incolne.8

A 'Specific refers to a fixed, flat rate tax unposed without regard to value on a artain
type of item: ad valorem refers to a Fax thy varies witti the value of the faxed item.

'Typically, States restrict relief for farmers to taxes on the dwelling and I acre of
arouncling land However, Wisconsin includes farms and other homesteads tp.to So acres
of land (5, p.-17).
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Theliomfstead-cxemption and eirciiit-breaker situation presents a "rimed
. ,,

picture for the agricultural sector. Because this sector is.morecapital;intensiV,
.

..e
.

it would seem that this type of relief is relatively:less itignificain to,,iithan to
the residential property owner who receives much of ,the benefits cif thiityk °,?,.. '

of program in the nonagricultural sector. The reason is that hotilesle-cacis ,"/ 1, /
.1, I,/ ,,

comprise only a.fraction of the total 'value Of farrpran'cVand throtIgh'time. ''.
continued farm consolidations have resulted in fewer tn,"11Aings'illthe 4griculi-"e-A-I';-

tural sector. However, in terms of current income, The honcestebt an4 circ9.4.!

breaker provision may be quite important to farrittfis.. . );
.

4-2,

Inci-gaFd Use of Differential Assessment

Another important development in the evolution of the U.S property tax
1 'fa

has been the passage, beginning with.Maryland in 1956, of various types of

rclifferentiaigassessment laws. Such laws calling for the assessment of faimland .

on the basis of its value in agricultural,uses rather than other poteptialuses had

been adopted in 31 States by 1974 (23).-These commonly have been passed for

. one or two major reacins. (1) a belieffhat the normarpropertyotax dis?rirm-
riktes against farmers and (2) a desire to,influence land use and encourage .

preservation qCland for farming or other patterns of °inn space.
Differential.assessment*, vary among States, making it increasin

difficult to classify them into a few broad types.,The impact of differentir
assessment laws and practices varies greatly by State and locality. The di&ren
teal assessment-approach may soofelimes be controversial, The.impact should
be a faVOrible one for the agricultural sector, but higher property taxernay be

. forced on the nonagricultural sector ti;) raise the same amount of total revenues

as previously.

Changes in Education Finanee
/

There have been a number of recent developments in the field of educa.i.'

tional finance affecting the property tax. Local schdols accounted for 42.6
-percent of all direct general expenditures by local govrnmentsin 1974/75,
compared with 27.1 percent in 1902 (55, 58). In 1972/73, 92.4 percent of

kDcally raiscischool revenues still came via the property tax and, in qcent)
years,over half of all local property taxes have gone to support local schools-(/

pp. 18-19, 70). Because of this important linkage between the prOperty tax and

education, many Changes in the field of school finance greAtly affect this tax.

Recently, many States have tried to ?educe the dependence of local

schools on the property tax. This trend was undoubtedly encouraged,by court

cases, such as thNugust 1971 Serrano vs. Priest decision undei which the 4 -"
California Supreme Court ruled that the financing of the eduratronal systtm

. through the local properly tax violated the individualls right to equal profec-

- tiodunder the Jaw. Evexkthough the U.S. Supreme Cotyelargely'negated this
410'

decision In March 1973in the*Rodnguczv San Antonfo Independent School *.t

6
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Distriq case, an atmosphere fa,vorable to increased reliance on nonproperty
taxes'for school financing remains.

/iv number of States thus have moyed to,whaf is called the "cost equalized"
aPprqach for financing local schoMs. This is important because, when the "cost
equalized" approach is combined with overall hightt Statewide per pupil levels
Of educational.spending,-the wealthier ditrictswith higher assessed-valuations
of property arc now requited to pay proportionately more to Support local
schools. The poorer districts pay comparatively less, with the difference
provided by State-aid from nonproperty tax sources. This is an important aid

- .to the agricultural sector since most poorer school districts are located in rural
areas anehave been historically heavily supported by local property axes.

I

4THEORBITCAL DEVELOPMENTS
'is

In recent years, g number of ecolIbmists have changed their pay of vievitng
property tax incidence. In short, the traditional view has been that landowners
bear the tax on land, but that the tax on buildings, impiovements; and
businesses is borne in large part by consumers in proportion to their consump-
tion- patterns. The property tax, thus:Was an excise tax.and was thought to be
regressive because increases in income do. not lead to proPOrtionate increases in
consumption.9 The new view is that the property tax leads to a lower overall.
rate of return on investment with the taZultitnately being borne by.the owners '
of capital (2). This leads to the.conclusion that the tax may even bkpiogressiVe
because'the ownership of capitais concentratedin the higher income brackets.
Thc_importance for the agricultural sector is that the degree of liorizodtal prop-
erty tax equity'it receives (vis-a-yis the nonagricultural sector) depends in part .

on the theoretical view held. This will be illustrated in detail below.

THE PROPERTY TAXDATA
-

.1.40.Three key property tax serict provide the core data for much of the analysisl
These are the total property tax series, of thie Governments Division of the
Bureau of the Census, and the USDA series on the farm real estate and farm
persdnal property taxes.

The Census series repoiltklaxes stemming froth thVownership of property
and measured by its value. This includes...yineral property taxes reliting.to
property as a:whole, real and petsonal, tangible or intangible$whethf taxed at
a single rate or at classified rate's, and taxes on selected .types of property, such
as motor vehicles or certain intangibles (55, 58). This series reportsftaxes
actually collected", ,

The Governments Qiyision's historic41 data series date hack to 1902, ut
prior to 194 the Division prepared data onjwpior selected years. The ea /11,

PI I

It is an excise tax on the non-land ponion only. The incidence on land -site value con-
sidered separately may even be progressive (2, pp. 19-20),.

r
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years are benchmarks which were specially compiled from various historical

sources. No similar compilation has been maaefor the unpublished years. For

-,1962 and earlier years, the amounts for the various governmental units were
grouped in terms of fiscal years ending within the particular calendar year..

-, beginning in 1962/63,,fhe data for State and local governments were grouped

in terms of fiscal years Whicbclosed within the preceding 4,2 months ending
do. It,June 30," . ,-,,.., ,

, . ,. IP
The USDA tax series onarm real.estate includes all ad Valorem taxes

levied on farmland-and inl fs.M.ietnen ts thatare iroposed*by State,and, local

governments. prestiinibl); based on benefits received and

noton value itself, xcluded. Taxes letsied rather than takes paid are shown,
partly because of differences between the tax year and the caleritlaY,year. In

general, tax leviEs are due in two or more inst,llments. Usually, the first of

these is due in the tall of agiven year and the rest it the following year. If-pay-

ments were used; an arbitrary allacation of the payments between, the 2 years

- wogld be required. ,
.

Also, because of possible tax delinquency, payMentsloeany,given year
may notindicate the taxes that should hare been paid in that year, Real estate
taxes, however, are a lien against the props -t9. In most States, they muse be

, paid by a certain date or the property beComes subject to a tax sale. Because of

this, in the long run, taxes leVied and. taxes paid are abqut equal. In measuring

relativechinges from year to year, levies are deemed to be more reliable thaii

payments. , - ' -

Tak data are usually obtained from county or town officials, by means of
c mailed questionnaires. A questionnaire is sent to the tax official.in each xounty

(or town.) oreach State, except for a few predominately irban counties. The.
Official is is d to select 5 to 20 farms (*depending on the State) that are repre-

sentative 'various sizes and types of farms found in the county or town.

For each oft se farms, he is asked to redbrd tbe acreage and the total amount
of real estate taxes levied for the current year and preceding year. Tax data are

_

collected annually for more than 37,000 farms. These datare expanded into
.

national estimates of the farm real estate, tax for that year teng'i link-relative
iechnique. Every-10 years, the data are bencbmarked on the Survey of Agricul-
tural Finance conducted by the Bureatkof the Census. The farm real estate tax
data series extends back to 1890.

1 ^ . c
, The USDA farm personal property tax series-shows total ad valorem taxes

levied by State and local governments on the taxable personal property o.4

farmers. The taxes'included are those Ivied on farm machine7., livestock, and
. household furnishings. Motor vehicles on farms are also included when taxed
under property *x laws. tlotfifineral and special taxes are included if levied,
annually on the basis of value, but special assessments are omitted. Taxes

-E7 .

'levied are usctlycitse dation taxes paid are not readily available. .

6 .6 . .,
. . Beginnlifg with T962/63, the Governments Division's proi/erty tax data arc thus on a

fiscal year basistven though they aresimply labeled 1963, etc., in the relevant tables of

A
this report. I"

c
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'Taxes on personal property owned by farmers have been estimated for each
year beginning-with 1924.

All States publist repoets that show the aggregage assessedvaluetol taxable
personal property. The general procedure used in estimating the total personal
property taxes levied-1n each State in each year has been to obtain, frbm,these
reports,'the assessed values of personal property and then to multiply these
figures by applicable tax rates. Some State reports show sepatately the assessed
values of several classes of farm personal property. It is assufried that some of ,
them, such as livestock and farin machinery, are owned entirely by fpmers.
Values of others, sh as automobiles, household goods, and personal effects
are allocated to farmers in several ways.' At 10 -year intervals, annual
estimates are adjusted to Census data. Straight-line interpoTation between the
Census base years is used to adjust the annuat estimates.

As Aced above, the GovernrUents Division's property tax data series is on
thcbasis of taxes collected (calendar year basis until 1962, and fiscal year basis

^ beginning with 1962163). However, the USDA farm -real estate and farm
personal piirperty tax series are on a calendar year basis for taxes levied in that-
particular year Because of this,'whenever th,e two series are compared in this
report; the farm tax data are lagged 1 year from the way they usually appear in
USDA publications. This allowetime for the farm taxes to be actually collected
and makes the data comparable to the Census series.' 2
- Both the farnireal estate and farm personal property tax series have

recently been updated anct revised (48, 50). This makes it an especially oppcT
=clime to examine the farm property tax io a historical Orssectir.

ANALYSIS

The analysis centers' around three major thrusts. First, property-tax-
incidence theory is reviewed for background purposes. SeConcl, some property
tax comparisons are drawn between the agricultural and .nonagricultural
sectors. Third, sortie internal agricultural sector changessare anilyied as they
have bearing on ihe property ta,x':

f

' Detailed information on how both the farm real estate and farm PIrsonal property
# tax series are estimated maybe obtained from (65).

Compared with the Governments Division's property tax series, the USDA farm tax
series are lagged 1 year prior to 1962 and 6-months thereafter. This is because Of the
Governments Division's switch to a fiscal year basis in 1962/63. Thus, 1961 USDA taxes
levied data are compared with 1962 Census taxes-collected data, etc., prior to 1962. After
1962, the 1963 USDA taxes levied data are complred with the 1963/64 Census taxes-
collect ti data, etc. The s'gartening of the lag time shay reflect actual conditions to a large
degree nce the interval between property tax assessdent and collection has shortened
throw the years. It is now only a few months in many States (13). The lag problem
affc only comparisons between the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors. Thus, it
affe s only tables 1, 6. 7, and 8 below and related discussion since much of otheranalysis
is internal to thoigricultural sector.

r
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I N_PROPERTY CIpENCE, REWITEDi:
Ali , .

.
.4

Tax,incidence theory' is a cornplek area of publielidatfck\vItge economists ,

traditionally have expressed-a wide range of vies, This a-silk-v.1;0th from

differing philosophies and from the difficulty of isses,singlite 'filial resting place

of the tax burden empiricallyeven when no theoretical disigreenierks exist.

Buchanan notes that post-Marshallian positive analysis in pulalic finance was

restricted almost 'entirely to.th ries of tax shifting aid inciptrice (9(p. 383).

He also notes that Marshall hin-Alf recognized that the theory of taxshifting

ee` wag an excellent instrument for apptying the principles of competitive price
. ft : si.

theory. . .

Comparative statics offered an acceptable preeictive framework for

analyzing tax alteznatimes (9, p. 383). These factors allowed a considerable

amount of economic fiterature to be/generated in,the tax incidence field .

through the years. At the same time, voluminous literature on the property tax -

was emerging. Lynn notes that theRstained attention on the U.S. property tax

by fiscal scholars has generated a Alurne of literature that "... appears to be - .

Second in ,q4tntity, only to that generated by 'the confrontaPon a the
American scholar with the ant (rust laws" (31, p. 7).. -=.

Tax incidence is important to policy/makers and has undergbne extensive ,

analysis liecauAe 3f' he need to distinguih between the legal and the-economic

consequences ora`tax. Legal incidence of a tax refers to the individuals of

firms who are responsible unde4 law fOr remitting tax dollars to the govern-

4, ment. Economic incidence refers tn the individuals wig') actually have thit
T:.

income reduced by the tax. Legal and economic incidence differ whenever the
".

legally responsible taxpaying unit can shift the mite. someone else by raising

product prices, decreasing taxes paid to another levellof government, or any of

. a host of other ways. Taxes may be shifted from the agricultuPiAsector to

another prodoctive,sector or vice versa. Also, they may be shifted from agricul- .

tore to pwners of resources or to consumers. .

Economic incidence
.
is the relevant concept or examining policy-related

questions. Problems such as analyzing the,tax burden of individuals by income

class or occupation and the effect of axes an the returns to the agricultural:

sector require use of economic incidence becauSe 'these topics referfo the tax-

paying units that actually have their resources reduced by taxes. Remaining '

references to tax incidertce should be Understood as referring to economic ',

. ?.
incidence'. . / . 1 44.

The Sigpificant volume of material onproperty tax incidence makes any

summary.of past and current thinking in the area difficult. Outside the core

materials the preferences and nuances of individual authors are considerable.

Other considerations, "such as type .01 incidence, factors of production being ..'

considered, long run versus short run, and thelirm-versus the inclustv of
national view, also play an important role. ln'addition, recent ycars have seen

much rethinking by many economists regarding the exact nature of property
.. s

tax incidence,
The intent in this section is to recap groin! a ax incidenceboth



the traditional and current views. Thle focus is on the revenue side, expenditure
impacts are not explored.

Traditional View,
1

The traditional analysis of t'he property tax burden has been rooted iri the
theory pf supply, and demand and primarily treats the tax as an excise tax. yo
facilitate analysis, the discussion is divided into three partslandiluildings and
improvements, and personalty.

Land. The idea that the property tax burden on unimproved land falls on
the owner whenever the tax is iniposed or increased has been accepted by most
economists since, Ricardo. This view stems from the propositioh.that any tax
levied on a commodity in fixed,supply will be borne by the owners.

This concept has traditionally been shown via diagrams in economic texts
by assuming that the.supply of lands perfectly'inejattic and that the demand
curve iS the usual one, sloping downward to the right. Any tax that is imposed
simply depresses the price of land by the entire amount of the tax,. The only
instance under which property taxes might be shifted to users would be under
highly concentrated ownership, where prices had been below the profit maxi-

. mizing level, and if the oW;fterspsed,an increase in taxes as an excuse to raise
prices. In reality, howeier, land ownership is widely diffused so that the
competitive model typically hOlds. .

Essentially, such a property tax is simply itax el% site value--:a concept
that has received much attention in the literature since the writings of Henry
Georgetthe late 1800's. Insofaras the tax falls on land, it will cause a One-
rirife..deaine in the price of land and a.capitalliss to the owner at the time the

_.,/* tax is imposed or increased. This occurs because (1) the quantity of land is
.fiXed, (2) potential renters need to bid no more for the land thanR-Ore the

.> 'tax was imposed, sin he owner must rent the land to someone (even
himself)," and (3) htial bilyers will be willing to pay less since they wilt
now be liable for the tax and their potential income will be no-larger.

' Once increased, the property tax rate has no further effect until it is again
changed:New buyers pay the land tax, in a nominal sense irr thatshey write a
check 'for the annual bill. But, they do not bear the burden in any actual sense
because the tax caused fhe purChase price of the land to decreaie by an amount
adequate to compensate for the expected tax payments. Thus, there is wide-
spread agreement that the owner at the-time the tax is first imposed ultimately
pays the property tax on site value:

. An ad valorem property tax.on'thd full value (Aland viewed as an object is
propqrtional. However, when viewed from, the more important perspective of
Who owns the land, the nature of the ",gressIvity" dependson the distribution.

4,

"Potential renters will OW no more for the lob than before thelkas imposed .

, .

becluse their bids are based pn the income thcy can receive flom thc land, and such
income remains thc same. Because thc supply is fixed. shifts an the demand verve deter
mine any change in rent.

1 I
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of land ownership by income class. Aaron views the tax on site value as being
progressive (2,,?,pp. 19 -20). This may be true for the economy as a' m hole, but

there is some fioubt whether this is the case for the agricultural sector ' 4 .
-. Buildings and Improvements. Land by itself typically represents only a

portion of the value of any property. 'lousing and other buildings of various. :
quality may be constructed on the land...-Even strictly 'agricultutal land may
include major improvementsin the form of such items as drainage, irrigation,
fertilizer, fencing, clearing, grading, and terracing.

The traditional view is that the supply bfbuildings an'cl improvements is
not fixed, hiving the,typical slope of the supply curve (upward to the right)
Any amount of capital for improveinents s available in the longian at a cost
ae.termined by the comparative productivity of capital in other uses. It is true
that the supply of buildings and improvements is somewhat rigid in the short
run, but in the longer run orners of real property must pay property taices on
structures and improvements through highcr sales prices (and imputed rents'in
the case of.owner-occupants). In the Icing run, an increase in property taxes

, will shrink the stock 'Of buildings and improvements1Jorcing up their rental.
prices. - . ..,

S . -
..

The adjustment process in the beginning parallels that of a tax oaf land in
that anincrease in faxes will initially impact owners, reducing their net,income.
Thc,longrun result of the imposition of such a tax is that the stock of buildings
ind.improvernents become lesg valuable than would have been the case in the
absence of the tax. The stoc is reduced in supply and users will pay higher
rents for the restricted-costs

1.

f the capital embodied in them, plus property
taxes. ,

According to the traditfonal view, the property tax on structures is not
capitalized becaUse they must be renewed occasionally :The price of buildings
and improvements (exclisive of takes) is determined, rather, by constru6tiv ,,

and'maintenance costs. The tax is simply a part of the gross CVSt for the users
.of,the buildings aid improvements. , ,- a,
' , The traditional approach stIgges'ts that iron -land itrOp'orty taxes are borne

by consutners in propOrtion to their purchases of tlfe goods and services
CA

producell by t4e taxwl, buildings and improvements. Property -taxes on residen-
tial structures are bate in proportion to housing expenditures, actual' 9r
imputed. Specifically, - homeowners bear`the propen'y .tax directly in their
capacity as occupints and art; unable to shift it. Owners of rental housing shift
the,tax an,large part to tenants, whO bear the tax in proportion to rent's paid. A
portion of the price of all goods produced (even in Part) using non-residential

, (business) Pfonerly would consist of the' prdperty taxes, on, buildings and
fovernents directly or 1ndir'ectly utilized in.& production of these goods
t

Owaaners of such business property',thus pass on to final contarners a sizable por-.
o-

4
, - c

"The'anajysts presented in conne'ettOn withiable 2 below wikl_provide further
InforinItibn on Nis issue e_ : ''`::e . - ,

. ,
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non of pon-residen,tial.property taxes.' 5 The'remainder is a
incolue, '

r In short, the burd6 of property taxes can be allocated dm non - residential

urd'en on capital

7 .

structures according to both family consumption and %..apitallincome and the
.4. burden of residentiikiroperty taxes'/bn the basis of housing expenditures. The

ratio of consumptiffio incomcdecreases'as income inctea's'es and? because of
this, so does the ratio of property tax burdens to income. Thus, according to,
the traditional apProack the property tax is regressive. , s , .

t

, Per'sonalty. Farmpersonal property taxesare levied on four major cate-
gories of property livestock, farm machinery, motor vehicles, and household '
goods (48) The first three of these categories are largely'producer durabl4s and., ,
other capital. The property tax burden on these three categories of property
rests, in large part witch capital income (i.e., the owners)and to alesser extent
on the consumer. The reasoning parallels 'that of general busin'ess-proFferty '..

taxation incidence; but the exact allocation varies according to the sivation.
. N'etzer believes thatinuch of the personal property tax is passed on to.... .. .
final consuniers, but i}. isdoubtful if this 118).8s in the'agfIN,Itu(al sector ,,,, .

, because of the many small firms selling prOducts in srcompetitiys Oatioriali
market.4tladY thus allocated the burden of thr Farm personal properry4fax'tp ..,\ . ....dlandowners-Owner-operators and landlords) (22)..4&tzer does ention the., I. -,. . , , ;po§sibility of forward siiifting Ms constmers when a few farm States with.
simildr personal Oroperty tax pfovisions proiluce most:orate oiltput of a panic:, '
ular farm ceninodity, But, only-wheat is used in the illy stliatio;i,(40, p.'57).3t .4

1 ..Tax,eson household goods (consumer durable$) are thoughtsby most ' .k
economists to rest oh the owners rather than being shifted b4ckwargl to . 7,.
-producers of-these goods (22, p. 379; 4D. p, 39). Since taxpF,Y,ers, nOtiell; '
household goods as'a business they.have little op.portilkify to '45i6Toilvdrtl 2t , ttax on siich'goods. This applies in thalarrn sector[Xgo, a porefon)of dida:rm. 3.,
motorvehicle expenses are for consumption als1..intabe near cie'd,as-a houSk- : *.
hold payment forconsurner durables.:the final restinWielAt th"o personal "- '

* property tax on household vehicles is thus thought to:be laygely'on tll'e oivn:et.s ,

k (4Q, pp 39, 156). Moreover, lit demand for Autornoliires is thought t'be quite
inelastkeo the' personal property tpc on theineddenot..s,iintfi6airly redue....

purchases or produce much backward shifting to sulpitiers*(40, p;156).

4

. .t ..
T :. . . .Current Vier 4, . , . , , 4' . . , e,* - . r N

Since about'1960, there hasbeen a change in the approach used byfriltry ; .I
economists to analyze tax incidence (45, p. 26). A moth consistent fripework

.
4 O W

for tax incidence analysis hae.beNdtveloped, even though dikieresces of ,i -
' opinion among economists about ineidenke still exist. T,b,i,ncniv approich 13

follows the work of such economists as Ilarberger, MieszRowskl, and Muserave ., '
y. 1 I 441

,

sd Half, aci.o94 to the Musgraws(39. p. 367) anirdifferepli,..fractionskpendlng OQ

surhers depends in part upon the iitarket,power of the tapous iodustric:s or sectors
the type of property, according to Netzer (40. 4 1 The ability 45 pa,ss the tax on

( . I
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'(24, 33, 34;35, 37). There were a few predecessors even to this more recent

work, as noted by MieszkoWski in his 1.972 paper (35). Hargerger:s cl1assic

analysis dealt with the corporate income-tax incidence, but elements of the
4,.approach have relevance to the property tax (24).

,

In short, the recent revisionist view pf property tax incidence holds that

the initially lower return rate on improvelnents to "pitOrty does not offset the

total level of investment buttimply steers investment into sectors of the

.economy That are less heavily taxed. This leas to an overall lower rate of

return on all investment and, according to thisaPproach, the property tax is

ultimately borne by the owners of capital (2). Even the Richardian view that

landowners bear the tax on site value has been challenged by some economists

who argue that investors have no place to flee when a tax is simultaneously

imposed on land and reproducible capital. Thus, the reiultant.rate of return is
t, .

reduced on all capital, including land (45, p. 36). -

The beginning point in this theoretical analysisVis a uniform tax on'the

value of all land and_capital, goods. Sufif a tax cannot be shifted but must be

borne in,full by owners.cd capital go ds since it cannot .1;;,e avoided by shifting ,

assets to u1ntaxi sectors or by raisin prices. Such a tax reduces the yield on

capital td each.owner, but does not a er the profit-maximizing 'price or output.

The burden of this tax would be distributed in proportion.to the ownership of

assets. , , .

In the rcalworld, the...property tax is,not a uniform tax on land and
Capital. Some categories are entirely exempt and rates vary. While the initial

- impart of variations in tax rates may follow the traditionaf,analy%is, the final it"----

result is different *cording to the new approach. The supply of land under any

one particular use is not viewed as fixed, according to* new approach. The

. . imposition of anew or Nigger tax oniand and capital in any one jurisdiction ,

,`. will cause investors to sligueurces in the longer run to lower tax areas,

reducing the average return on capital throughout the economy. The enact

distribution of this burden depends upon a number of coilerationssuch as

ease of factor, substitutability, factor mobility, size Ofmarket area and shifts

in demand When telative commodity prices change (2, pp, 42-43).

Because the property
.r°tak burden under e new view is distributed' in pro-

. portion to asset ownerstiltf, it' is importan to look at theAlistribu.tion of the

ownership of wealth. Evidence"suggests that capital ownership is concentrated
4Ain'thi higher income brackets ((, pp. 32-33)`. Thus, under the new view of

.4perty tax incidence, any redu?fion in the rate of return td capital assets as a

result of the property tax causes a progressive distribution of the tax burden.

,Sonic -taxpaYentwitholow current income possess ,significant property
.

"`' holdings, however. e result is that; even when the property taxis viewec) as .

bornebeing boe solel 9 apital, the egultant tax burden by incomc'e s,lass followlf

= a U-shaped distri ution (2, pp. 45-57,4, p. 3). Thus, the overall progressivity

itempered so ewhat in thtt.lower to lower-middlekcome brackets. .
)

The curren view 'has madea substantial impict on public finance

economists. For examPlc, most such economists pow view the property tax as

1'
,

2 u .14
,
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.
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somewhat Icss.regressive than formerly 'thought. Some have come to view it as
patently progressive (15).

-The discussion continues, however, and the, new view has its critics. The ,

. debate centers around,a number of issues including the beginning point of the .

analysis under the new vievv (the unrealistic assumption of a uniforin national'
property tax), permanent versus annual income for analyzing regressivity, the
nature of factor supplies, the rdie of government, the initial tax structure, and
th'e rnarkt power of the industry and firms involved..! 6 One way of resolving
the analytical problems that larise from the differing views is to derive results
under a range of assumptions. This, for example, is what Pechman and Okner
did with their national tax model where eight assumption variants were
employed (45), The only problem with, this approach is that analysis using
multiple assumptions can pote become as confusing ,or misleading as
lirnicazwlo analysis.

One important consideration for the agricultural sector is the amount of
property tax shiftingito consumers. This sinft has been mentioned in a general
contixt above, but it has more im ortant specific implications for agriculture..
If market power enables firms o an industry to pass the property tax to

,,..consumers, one has a situation more analogous to the traditional excise tax
perspective of property tax incidence a' nd the tax will be regarded as regressive.
But, if the tax cannot be passed forward and must be absorbed by owners-of
capital, the situation is like the revised incidence view with'a more progressive
impact by income class, and other conclusions necessarily follow (45,
pp. 35-36).

One finds a variety-of explanations, for property tax shifts between the "
agriciiltural and the nonagricultural sectors in the literature. Fpr example, the

+ Adv sory Commission on Intergovernmentablelations (ACIR) cites a 1972
s dy by the New Jersey Tax Policy Committee that assumed that all property
taxes on businesses and farms were shifted forward to consumers (4, pp. 170-
171). But this appears'tQ be an extreme view.

-. In reviewing the prokrty tax, Netzer states. "The c2nventional wisdom
surely overstates the degree of forward shifting" (41, p. 527). He notes that, is
the extent that there is less forWard shifting, more of the burden falls on
owners oflanci and capital (41, p. 527).'Such changes in shifting assumptions_

,will lead to generally more progressweiesults. He believes that haK or less of
business, nonrrsidentiaI, reproducible capital (including farm) property taxes
are'shiftecifsAvard (41, p. 534).

/viUsgravcnotes that it is an issue of ma rket power a nd that in his view less
than one-third of the propert9 tax on nonhousiu property is shifted (36,
p. 225). ThWusgniVes note thV farms and persohatTrdperty are Unlikely to
offer much Tption.for administered pricing and hence for forward shifting of
property taxes to .consumers (39,.p. 418).

"For a detailed look, sec the aiscussioniollowtng the papers by Aaron (1) an
Musgravt (36) in the timer Leon, Rev., Vol, 64, No. 2, 'May 1974, pp. 230-235.
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'One is led to conclude that the agricultural seqor, because of its many
small firms operating in a competitive market, possesses limited opportunity-
for forward shifting to consumers and that the revised incidence theory may
have more potential importance to this sector than to much of the remainder
of the econpmy, especially in terms of lessened rege$SlYity. I 7

Implications

The importance of property tax incidence analysis for the discussion.,
below is multifaceted. First, one must be aware that there typically is more
complexity than first meets the eye in assigning the final resting place for any
tax burden. Second, the wide range of theoretical opinion on property tax indi-
dery forces one to recognize an array of possible outcomes regarding the final
resting place of the tax. Third, even where theoretical agreemenris possible,
the empirical studies of property tax incidence often have been less than
definitive. Thus, making policy conclusions on the basis of muck of the data
availableherein and elsewhereconcerning the "apparent" incidence and
burden of the property tax is commonly difficUlt and often tenuous.

Much of the final outcome for the agricultural sector depends upon'its
market power when selling its products to the nonagricultural sector. Agricul-
ture's, historical lack of market lager increases the potential significance of the
new theoretical approach for the sector to some degree.

It should be noted that the Theory also has implication's for farmers
consumers. As consumers, farmers also lack market power and may be paying
more than their fair share of the property tax imposed on sellers of farm inputs'
and cons-umefgaipds. Thus, the owners of agricultUral capital may bear the ,

brunt of the property tax when the sector is selling its products, but agricultural
producers and consumers may pay a disproportionate share when the sector ,

buys inputs and consumer goods.
i This lack pf market powerin both the buying and selling rolesis not

likely to change significantly for the agricultural sector in the foreseeable
future.

"The entire su6jcct of property tax shifting by the agricultural sectonis a somewhat
confused 0I)C. Nctzcr follows traditional logic in assuming that a property tax on thc land
would bebor nc by landowners. But he then assumes that a general tax on improvements
and personal property can be exeected to be shifted forward to consumers when imposed
on a competitive industry "... confronting relatively inelastic demand like agriculture"
(40, p. 250). This stress on the strength of inelastic demand to draw forth the agricultural
property tarburden is interesting in view of the futile hopc of an, earlier generation
agricultural economists that inelasticodemand coupled with population growth w
ultimately "solve" thc "farm problem."

Netzer cites studies on both sides of the shift ing.issue. He notes that Musgrave and
Daicoff (1958Yessentially follow thc demand pull reasoning and assume that three-fourths
of the property tax on agriculture is shifted forward to consumers and one fourth is borne
by recipients of income, But he fatti that Brownlee (1960) assumed that such taxcs arc
borne entirely by farmers. A Wisconsin study (1959), hejlotes, assigned 75% of the farm-
land tax to the owner and 25% to the consumer, and divided the taxes qn farm structure
and perso,nalty evenly between owners and consumers (40, pp. 247-251).

16
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AGRICULTURAL-NONAGRICUI:TUR SECTOR COMPARISONS

The following is a comparison of the pro crty tax burden of the agricul-
tural and nonagricultutal sectors in a histoiic I context. First, the focus is on
the tax as a share of income flows. This stre scs the ability -to-pay principle of
taxation.

Second, a look is taken at the tax and tocks of wealth. Property taxation
is a ty pc of wealth taxation and a case .uch taxation can be made on the
grounds of both benefits received and abil ty to play. Benefit considerations
suggest a need for in rem-type property t xcs on real assets, while ability-to-
pay consideration indicate a need for personal tax on net worth (39, p.
319)) 8 The modern property tax in t e United States is, neither of these
bccauSe of its narrower base. Moreoser, it should be recognized that in the final
analysis the entire tax fiurden us't be Morrie by individuals. Taxes may be col-
lected from busidesi firms, b> ilie ult ate burden must be traced to indi-
vidual households in their roles as ow ers of businesses, as employees, or as
consumers.

Income Basis4.4,

The total O.S. property tax bill as $51.5 billion in 1975. Farm property
taxes totaled $3.1 billion or 6.0 pci ent of the U.S. total that same Year. Farm-,-
real estate taxes comprised 85,6 rcent of the 1975 farm tom!, with farm

tippersona roperty taxes making u the balance. Farm real estate taxes were
87.8 pe, cnt orthe farm total in 1927 (table 1).

0 The farm real estate tax an the total U.S. property tax bills increased
23.0 and 71.9 times, respectis e y , &Crag the 1902-75 period. Farm real estate
taxes as a share of U.S4 total .roperty.taxes declined from 15.7 percent in
1902 to 5.2 percent in 1975.

Most data series must be compared on the basis of a shorter time span due
to data limitations in the car cr years Thus, total farni property taxes declined
as a shah of U.S. property t xcs from,12,7 percento 6.0 percent between
1927 and 1975. (A'Ishort-liv d increase occurred, from 12.7 percent to r3.L

(. )

percent, between 1927 arid 972 befo-re the longer term decline set in.) Farm
personal property taxes'as a percentage of all U.S. prop'erty taxes decreased
from 1.5 pekent to 0.9 percent during the same period, but peaked at 2.4 pet-
cent in 1952-53 during the interim. This reflects the relative decline of personal
property taxation in the U.S. property tax seructure through time. .

A common standard for the appraisal of taxes is that of economic neutral-
ity among indukries, inputs, And locations According to Netzer. "Net output,
or national income originating, is perhaps the most satisfacrory readily avail-
able statistic with which to measure neutrality" (40, p.'26),. National income
(NI) is an especially appropriate basis of ttx neutrality comparison by sector,

In rem taxes are imposed on objects or activities independently of the character-
istics of the transactor or owner. They May be contrasted with personal axes which are
adjusted to the taxpayer's personal ability to pay.
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Table 1-Total property taxes, tarns property taxes, and natldnat'mcom i States. seketed years, 1902-75'

Year

4 .,'-Elffn al farm
Farm real personal Ninny National Total

Farps estate property taxes/ utcorne from property

property "
Fa al ' personal

cats prem,rtty
Total (arm taxes/Total taxes/Total

property property property ' property
Total

National
farming/

National
taxes/Total

taxes taxes taxes taxes ta'acs taxes taxes income in come

Total (atm
property
taxes/'

National)
income,

farsector

Total non faint*
property
taxes/

National
income, non-
.farm sector

Uslhon dollars
I . 1

1902 706 110.5 s N/A . N/A
1913 1.332 191.2 * WA N/A
1922 3.321 509.7 N/A N/A
1927 4,730 575.6 4 73.0 598 6
1932 4,487 326.1 62.5 5886
1934 4,076 398.4 39.3 437,7
1936 4.093 392.3 42.0 434.3
1938 4.440 404.8 471 451,9
1940 4,430 406.8 49.1 455 9

`1942 4,537 406.7 56.1 462 8
4,604 400.2 76.8 477.0
4.8i32 418.9 . 80.4 8.71945 499 3

1946 .4,986 464.8 91.5 556 3 9.3
1947 5,507 ('518.7 08.5 617 2 .-. 9,4
1948 6,126 605.4 '127.7 ° 733.1 9.9
1949 .. 6,842 656.0 150.1 806 1 9.6

4950 7,349 706.2 166.5 872 2
, 1951 7,926 742.4 919 3

9 6
176.9 9.4

1952 8,652 776.7 208.8 985.5 9.0
1953 9,375 810,4 228.6 1,039.0 8 6
1954 9,967 846.9 221.4 1,068 3 8 5
1955 10,735 878.4 216 0 1,094.4 _ 8.2,
1956 11.749 . 223.0 1.154.2 '4'7.9
W57 12,864

031.2
974.2 219.4 1,193 6 7 6

1958 14,047 1,032.1 228.2 1.260,3 7 3
1959 14,983 1,080 7 247.9 1,1284, 7.2
1960 16.405 1. 54,7 274.0 1,428 7 7 0
1961 18,002 1, 31 286.1 1,529.2 69
1,962 19.054 1, .0 297 5 1.608 5 6.9
1963 19,833 1 2 304.1
1964 21.241

13 .

1,41 2
1.676.3 ' 6,9

320 2 1.7374 6 7
11965 12,583 1 7 331 3 1.7980 6 5

See, footnotelliend of table. a.
.....,

15.7, N/A
14.4 N/A
15.3 N/A
11 1

11.7 1 4
8 1.0

96 1.0
91 11
9 2 1.1
9.0 1.2
$.7 17

1.7
18

2.1
2,2
2,3
22
24
2,4
2.2
2.0

f;ercer4 - - - -------- - ----- ---- \
N/A
N/A
N/A
27
3.1

107
10 6
102
103

a 10,2
104
104
11 2

)1 2
120
118
11.9

. 11 6
11.4
11.1
10.7
102

'°` 9 8
7 93

.6 9.0

.7 89
7 87
6 8,5
6 84
5 85

.5 8 2

.5 8 0

NIA 3.4 N/A N/A, -
WA 3,8 N/A N/A..
N/A 53 N/A N/A
N/A 5 8 A r N/A \ N/A s
8 0 10 6 17.4 ) 1.7.0
83 `1 84 106 ,.'- . 1 `82
8,7 '' 64 7.7.. 6.2
8.8 'Ir 6 7 g,8 ; 667 5, 5 6 7.6 ,er '05.4

88 33 3,9 3.3
. 7 8 2.5 3.4 2.5"!'

' 8 3 2 7 3.4 , 2.6
100 28 31 2.8
9.5 2.8 3 4 ' 4-.8
9.6 . 28 3.5' 32.7
7.5 3.2 .. 5 1 ' . 3.1
7.2 If 3.1 5.2 3 0
7 E 2.9 4 8 2.8
6.4 3 0 5.4 2.9
5.4 3.1 6.4 ,2.9
5.2 3.3 . 69' 3.1 '
44 33 7.5 3.1 .
4.2 34; 79 3.2
40 36 8.2 3

.
'3 4

4,6 3.9 7.5 3.7
3 6 3.8 9 2 3.6
3.8 4.0 9.2 ' 3 8

' 3.8 4.2 95 40
3 6 . 4.2 9.8 4 0
34 4.1 103 3 9
2 g 41 ,11.4 39

r
3 2 4 0 10.1 3.8

'a
C- ontinued
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*Table 1-Total property taxes , farm property taxes, and national incornyinited States, selected yawn'. 1902.75' -Contirmed

.

harm Total farm Totil farm Total
.

. Farm real personal property National Total property t property
Farm . elate property taxes/ income from property taxes/ taxes/

. Total Farm tea! . ,personal Total farm' taxes/total taxes/Total Total fanfting/ s . taxes/ National National
p t,roperty estate property property ProPetly property propertyproperty National National income, income. nbrr

-Year ' taxes Mel
v

taxes .et axes taxes taxes taxes income income farm sector farm sector

. Ahiisktiollan .

.
Persent

1966 24,670 1,535.7 338.7 1,874.4 6.2 1.4* 7.6 3.1 40 9.8 3.8
1987 26.047 1,633.8 367.4 . 2,001.2 6.3 .1 4 7.7 , 2.7 4.0 11:3 3.8
1968 .. 27,747, 1,730.5 385.5 2,116.0 6.2 r 1.4 7 6 A 2.5 3.9, 11,7 3.7

: 1969 30,673 1.88.1.8 402,8 2,284.6 , 6,1 1.3 7.4 2.7. 4.0 11.2 3.8
1970 34.054 2,038.8 388.3 2,427.1 6.0 1.1 7.1 2.6 4.3 11.7 4.1 ,

1971 37,852 2,169.1 402.8 62`.,571.9 5.7 1.1 6.8 2 5 4.4 12.0 4.2

1972 42,133 2,375.2 409.3 -. 2,784.5 5.6 1.0 6.6 .2.7 44 10.7 4.2

1973 45,283 2,462.7 424.9 2,887,6 5.4 / 0.9 6 4 3.9 r, 4.3 6.9 4.1

1974 47,705 2,513.7 420.1 2,933.8 5.3 0.9 6.2 3.2' 4.2 8.0 4.1
'1975 51,491 2,651.8 444.3 3,096.1 5.2 0.9 ' 6.0 3.1

i
4.3' 8.4 4.1

Totra' 661,439 44,673.3 8.928.1 52;790.0 6,8 1.4 8.0 4.0 4.0 19 4.0

'N/A Not available.

'includes Mirka and Hawaii beginning with 1960. s Bated on yam or which data.= available.

Soittott'a 48, 55.58, sp, 69):
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,since it reflects earnings by the factors of production. Indirect business taxes-
.

and the property tax is treated as such in the national income accounts -are in
addition to the earnings of the factor suppliers. National income originating in
farming (NIF) was 8.0 percent of all NI in 1932 and' 3.1 percent in 1975,(table
1). The high was, 16.0 percent, in 1946 and the low was 2.5 percent lit 1968
and 1971, but.the long -term trend was one of declining relative importance of
the farm sector as a source ofyl.

Total property taxes as percentage of NI were 5.4 percent in 1902,
increased to 10.6 percent during the depths of the Great Depression (1932),
decreased to klow of 2.5 percent during 1944, and increased with minor inter**
vening fhktriations to 4.3 percent in 1975 (table 1).' 9 Total farm property
taxes as a percentage f.INIF decreased from 17.4 percent in 1932 to 8.4 pep::
cent in 1975 with intervening fluctuations between 3.1 percent (1946) an°

.12.0 percent, (1971). Total nonfarm property taxes-as a peicentage of nar4onil,
income origina.iing in, the nonfarm sector (NINF) declined from 10.6 percent in
1932 to a low Of:2.5 percentin 1944 and ended the period in 1975 at 4.1 per-
cent. Thus,*the importance of property taxes as a percentage,of NI (including
NINF) has fluctuated through time, with no strong trend apparent. However,
for the agricultural sector property 'taxes as a percentage ot NIF tend to
increase during periods of weak demand and relatively`low farm prices/20

The crux of the whole tax neutrality matter foi the agricultural sec tOran
be settled by comparing all data on the basis of a common time period. Data
are available for all series since 1932 (table 1). These show that for the 1932-75
period farm property takes accountectfor 8.0 percent of allproperty taxes, but
that NIF was only 4'.0 percent of total Nl. During the same iime span, property
taxes took 7.9 perpent of NIF and only 4;0 percent of NINF.

The changes throughout the 1932-75 period also re of interest. In 1932,
the ratio of the percentage of property taxes paid by hers divided by the

.,.percentage -of national income originating in farming was 1.64. It was 1.94 in
13/5 but never went -below 1.12 (1946) or aboik 3.04 (1968) during he
1932-75 span. Similarly; ratios can be constructed whichshow the share of ,

NIF comprised of farm property axes divided by the-share of NINE.' made up
of nonfarm property taxes. This was 1.74 in 1932 anc12.05 in 1975, but
rangcd from a low of 1.11 40946' to a high of 3.16 in 1968.

All these calculations indicate that the agricultural sector has been paying
prop}ortionately more of the Nation's property' tax bill than has the nonagricul-
tural Sector, when this burden is compared with the two sectors' respective
shares 6f NI.' '

.1

' 9 National income statistics have ben officially reported regularly for the years since
1929, but data for earlier years have been estimated unofficially (60).

2 ° This reflects the fact that the property tax is relatWely income inelastic-especialli,
to decreases in income: 4

and
. .

'' This is true despite the recognition that any comparison of taxes and incdmes
between the agricultural and nonagricUltural sectors is likely to be biased to some degree,
because unrealized capital gains are apt to be somewhat larger in the agricttltural sector
than in the remainder of the economy..
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A number of concers,have been advanced in the literature regarding the'

, reasons for non-neutrality of taxes. Netzer stases that the property tax is not
neutral among industries for ".:.awhatever the reason. whether it is related to
'differences irreapital:output ratios, in°the,prqfitability of investment reaped
by theproperty ttx (rich is not quite the salne thing); in geographic location,
or in property tax cdverage and administration" (40, p. 26). There are other
factors which can pray a role as well, and despite.Netzers pessimism, it would
be appropriate to puque a Couple of them, regressivity and relative, capital

'intensity. , .

Regresspity. Available data on the per.capita personal income of tbe farm
.

' population extend back to 1934. They show that the per capita personal
income of the farm population has, typically been less thln.that of the nonfarm
population (63). Thus, other factors being equal, the farm population would
pay a disproportionate share of the properly tax if,nne viewed the tax as being
regressive. This was the case according to traditional property tax Incidence
theory. According tothis theory It was held that the property taxpasically was.
an excise tax ultimately borne largely by renters and consumers, and that the
best yardstick of ability to pay Was the annual flow of householchnonei&

-income, It foll9wed that the property tax was regressive because consumparrn
is a relatively more impbrtant component of the budgets in low-income
households I°

Based on these theoretical underpinnings, the idea that the property tax it,
regressive, has been widely accepted throughout the 20th century (2, p. 2). The
literature which takes this viewpoint for granted is extensive( /, p. '212).
Gaffney maintains that today's current concept of regresswity -owes tnuch to
the data, assumptions, and approach involved in the work of Musgrave, Carroll,
Cook, and Frade (38), which was published in 19.5L (15, p. 411). In recent
years, foul' important empirical studies Netzer (f966), the MulgraVes (1973)%
ACIR (.1973)1Y, ifdllechman and.Okner (1974)have shown the property tax,
to.be regressive (4, 39, 40, 45). This like of reasoning would lead one to'con- ,

elude that the agricultural sector probably pays more than its share of the
property tax bill, mainly becluse of the regrfssive nature.of the tax. "

73tit how would the 'agricultural sectof fare comparatively under the
4revisionisClheory of property tax inceeRce? This view holds:that the tax is
ultimately borne by the Owners of capital.,13`ecause capital ownership is largely
concentrated in the higher-income brackets, any red ion ul the rate of eaurn
to capital caused by the imposi?ion of a property tax must result in a progres-
sive distribution 4the tax harden (15).

The question stilt remains hqw the agricultural sector would fare in a cm--
parative sense even under the reyisionist assumptions. The answer depedds
upon the relative distribution of capital ownership between the agritulturarand
nonagricultural sectors by income leyel. Available evidence suggests that there
,is a much higher ratio of wealth to income in the agricultural sector (table 2).
Moreovt`i, internal agricultural sector wealth is skewed much more toward the
lower end%f the income scale than is, the case fir the U.S. economy as a whole.

- - .
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Table 2Ratio of wealth to income, agricultural households, 1966,
and U.S. households, 1962

Ai

'Agrict4ttural households 1966'

income
bracket

Ratio of
net worth'
to income

(r.s. households, 1961

lkome
, bracket

Ratio of
net worth 4

to income

SO - 2,499 29.14 SO - 2,999 4.8

2,500 - 4,999 ^ 10.70 . 3,000 - 4,999 2.5

5,000 - 91999 6.87 5,000 - 7,499 2.1

10,000 - 14,999 5.40 7,500 - 9,999 22

15,000 - 24,999 .7.55 10,000 - 14,999 2.3

25,000 or more 8.00 15,000 - 24,999 3.5
25,000 - 49,999 8.4

`50,000 -99,999 10.7
100,000 and over 10.7

All incomes 3.3- -

'Data irwludes off-farm income and off-farm wealth in net worth statements.

:Sources (4, p. 32, 10, p 39).

9.

f

This would tend to gCgate a substantial- part cif the progressivity of the
.

property tax for till" sector under the new theoretical view of property tax

incidence. It ollows, under the new approach, that the agricultural sector

could still en up paying more than its share of the tax due to comparatively

more wealth It the lower income levels. ,

. Pasour's recent study of the capitalization of farm property taxes for the

Upited*States using 1969 data found little evidence of farm real estate tax re-

gressivity (44: pp. 546 -547). For a tax 'decrease of 50.20 per $100 value under

average circumstances, he found the amolant of the tax capitalized into;higher"

propertx values as a percentage bf incom6 for various farm sales categories was

as follows: 1.19 ($2,50044,999), 1121 ($5,000-$9,999), 1.30

$19,999), 1.19 (S20,000-539,999), and 1.1$ ((40;000 and over). Pasour lists a-

number of caveats regarding thCse findingsfincludinehe possibility of con-

siderable variation in the burden of property tugs*. ally 2iven-income level

due to differing capital ,
Critical to any analysis of tax zikgressnitty is the income concept employed.

Fo example, the longer the time pattPcloyg-wKiph income is measured: the

les ikery it ift &yield a false picture ol:tht houSehold economic siturtion.

Good and bad Oars tend to even out, giving credence to the use of a perma-

nent income concept in studying tax incidence by incdme class.

Aaron notes that the use of annual income makes the dis-tributiOn of tax

burdens more progress we (2, *p. 2k). liefeels that the evidence suggests' the

family consumption-income ratios by income class do not vary much if a

normal income concept /Moused. Thus, if the traditional view of property tax

incidence is followed thatproperty taxes arc born in proportiol to consump-

-.don, such taxes may be pioportional to normal income (2, p,. 30).
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Recent work by Paglin, which corrects fodntrafamily income over the life
cycle, shows that the typical Lorenz curve (based on the concepts of perfectly

t? flat family age-income profiles and annual income) yiolds a Gini ratio which
4.- overstates the actual degree of interfamily income variation by 50 percent (42).

Further research is needed to resolve the question of property tax regressivitx
for fikpayers in general and farmers inioarticular."

Relative capital intensity. A perhaps m6re plau1 sible reason than regressi-
vity why the ag ultoial sector pays a disproportionate share of the prciperty
tax simply may be the sector's relatively greater capital intensity. Indeed, the
data in table 2 hint at this explanation, showing the much greater level of
wealth required in the agricultural sector to provide the same level of income as
found in the rest.of thg economy. Unpublished USDA data show that in 1975
avFrage investment Per farm worker was $98,540, per production worker in
manufaccuring enterprises, $55,252.23 (Average investment per employee
both production and managementin manufacturing enterprises was $40,277
in 1975.)

Other estimates based on a cost rather than a current value basis suggest
that investinsnt per worker in agriculture may be only about 10 percent her
than in manufacturingrnot 56 to 100 percent as observers formerly believed
(49). But this may not be a very relevant point in a tax context since property.

es must be paid gn the basis of value rather than cost.
Land is an important value item in the agricultural sector and it has been

appreciatikg rapidly in recent years thus helping cause the two series (agricul-
ture and inanufacturing) to diverge more than was the.case in earlier years. in
the-final analysis, however, the relatively higher capital intensity of the agricur,
tural sector apparently is one'6f the main reasons it pays a disproportionate
Mare of the property tax.

f

Wealth Basis

A case can be made for measuring tastable capacity inrIs of wealth. The
property tax is a type dfkweatth taxation. In earlier periods it had a much
broader base, making it a mare suitable source of such taIcation than it is
today. But recent decades haveseen a.steatly erosion of the taxation of intangi-
bles and personality, and the increasing case of various types of low-income
relief and differential arrangements, Wealth taxation can be advocated on the

2 2 ACIR recently called the property tax regressivity is "something of a red
herring" (5, p. 16). They argue that there would be a need-fOrlow-income uoperty tax
relief, even if the tax were progressive," if the absolutF level of the tax worked a hardship
on some persons" (5, p. 16). A resonable stialogy in their view is the need for exemptions
to protect subsistence income under a progressive income tax system:-

2 3 Based on the average num6er.of total farm workers, including Self-employed and
Iliad, and average number of production workers for manufacturing. Agricultural assets
exclude those not used in production andare valued on a current basis, i.e., an inventory
of physical units is multiplied by the current mvket value per unit. Assets for manufac-
turing enterprises are compiled from finaricial statements of manufacturing firms and are
generally values based on cost, less capital consumption. For more detail see (49). ,
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basis of both benefits received and theitibillty to Rey. The former suggests

differential user charges on various items of real property, while the latter

implies a global and personal tax on net wortIT.---

,If the value of an asset is viewed as reflecting the capitalized-vAue of

income 'flowing froTh it, the taxation of wealth may be regarded' as equivalent

to the taxation of income.24 In a long run; the value of an asst[ in,a peifect

capital market is given = iV, so that V = where V is the asset's value,

Y is the annual income-derived from the asset, and *is the mark' t :rate of

interest on alternative investments. It is of interest, based on' the above, to

analyze the industry neutrality of the property tax for the.agricultural sector

.on a wealth basis. In other words, other things being equal, it would -appear.

that neutrality for the agricultural sector would exist if it paid X percent of all

property taxes because it accounted for X percent of the value of all taxable

properties. Thus, an effort is made in thisreport to explore the agricultural

sector property tax neutrality question in a historical context.

The analysis of comparative wealth by sector is not an easy task, liowever.

It has already been noted in earlier anal4s that the propertytax basehas been

changing through time: Intangibles are no longer taxed in ,Bost instahccs and

the personal property base increasingly has been exempted In addition,, the '
data on the value. of personal property are sketchy. For this;hason, this

analysis of neutrality for the agricultural and the nonagaicultural sector is con-

ducted largely on the basis of real estate values. Real estate accounted Mr 83.1

percent of all fdrm property taxes during the 1927:75 period, and it has bee; a

'quite stable tax, base through time.
4

Even whch one decides to focus on real estate, difficult problems remain.

It is not easy to determine what share of all land is devoted to farming 'and,

hence, what proportion of all land values should be allocated to the agricultui-al

sector
Some background data can hell place the situation in better perspective,

howeverZe land area of the UeTcl States totals approximately 2,264 million-

acres, of Which agricultural uses accounted for 1,283 millibn acres or 5.67 per-

cent of the total in 196'9 (6fi). Agricultural Uses include land in crop rotation,

all types of pasture and range, and a small acreage in clotely related uses. Not

all land classified as agricultural is in farms. In 1969, there were 1,063 'million

acres in'farms or 47.0 percent of the total land 'arca (66). Taxable fatmland wak

estimated at 965 million acres in 1,969 or 90.8 percent of all farmland, 75,2 41/4-

percentof all agricultural land, dd 42.6 percent of all the land area tpai same

year. fr(1975, taxable farMland was estimated at979 milion acres or 90.1 .

percent of the 1,086 million acres in farms.

Even if one had perfect land value data the problem of possible differential

rates ortaxeapitalization between sector's would affect one's ability to draw'

precise conchliOns about the neutrality of the property tax among different

"In the broadest sense, such a wealth tax could be regarded only as tax on capital

income, because wealth taxation does not itelude labor in its base. Lab "oulcthave to

be included to obtain an equivalent of a general income tax.
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industries. More specifically, consider once again the capitalization formula
V =,Y/i, where V is land value, Y is annualincome earned from the land, And i
i

. ,
sthe market rate of interest. If the landowner is unable to pass the property
tax on, the inwne stream, Y, is depressed by the amount of the tar, ulti-
mately depressing the value of the land, V.25 B'ut, as was noted earlier in the
theoreticalaiscussioh on incidence, the degree to which a tax is capitalized can
vary by indiistry(due to differences in faCtors such as market power and '4,

demand elasticity.
.

While there ais considerable theoretical literature on the general subjectf
property tax capitalization, there has been relatively little empirical work done
specifically on the possible capitalization of property taxes into farm real
estate,values. Jensen found strong evidence of capitalization in the period of
rising property taxes during 1919-24 (26, pp. 69-75). Netzer reports on a 1961

.stqcly by Daicoff in a Michigan county, using 1951-57 data which found little *,
evidence of capitalization (40, p. 34). Work by Schuh and.Scharlachin Indiana
showed property tax increases were linked with declines in farm real estate

,iyalues (47): 1, .

.The 'most regent and definitive work on the capitali-zariurnFiesnon has
. ..

been done by Pasour He found fn separate studies for North Carolina and the
V United States, using 1969 %Ilia, thatcharfges in property taxes,are largely

capitalized into farm real estate values (43, 44).
.

Thus, most studies have demonstrated some degree of property tax capital-
ization Probably most farm real estate values have been affected sornewhl,hy
such property tax capitalization. Still one does not know how ttie degree og,.,

----such capitalization compares with that found in the nonagricultural s
.

ector. -Id-J..3

Wealth defined. There have been a number of attempts to establish gross r
wealth valuations in the U.S. economy by sector.26 While the number of such -6"

inqu* iries is limited, they\can give at lest a hint at the relative im ortance of-
es/the wealth of the agricultural sector. Here, thecentralpurpo is to obtain
suitable wealth estimates for the Natioh and the agricultural sector, residuals
constitute the nonagricultural sector. Wealth is taken to mean all tangible or
physical assets, chiefly land, structures, subsoil assets, producer durables,.con-
,sumer goods in households, inventories, and monetary gold.and silver:

_....
Excluded from this concept of wealth are all financial assets (corlictrate.stocks,
corporate and foreign bonds, mortgages and notes, government bonds, life
insurance equity, and cash) and net foreign, ssets. These items; which consti- .

25 Full capitalization thus occurs when the.price of the property beanng the tax falls
below that of otherWise equally valuable property by an amount to make the total cost of
owning them the same:. When property tax differentials are generated and capitalized
they cause One-time capital losses (or gains) in property values. If current Owners acquired
the property after the new or increased tax was levied, they do not bear. the ultimate
burden of the tax because it already had been capitalized and was reflected in a lower,
acquisition prica at the time of purchase. Subsequent removal or reduction of the tax
would grant the current owners capital gains in such a case but would not repay; the capital
losses Suffered by the original owners.

"Gross wealth (or worth) means the market value of an item,of wealth without regard
to any mortgages, claims, or liabilities against the asset.
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Lute int ib,le personal prdperty, are typically excluded from or constitute a
very small p ionbf, the property tax base." Also, any discussion of finan-
cial wealth requires a detailed analysis of net Worth, which is beyond the score
of this study. "4

.

Other compohents of nationhl.wcalth that are not included in the data for
this report are human capital (i.e., capitalized net earning capacity), consumer
holdings of semidurabli and perishable commodities, works of art and collec-
tor's items, land improvements, and soil depletion.28 The reason for most of

these exclusions is measurement problems. Goldsmith further argues that
human capital ougiit to be omitted because it is nontransferable, ire., it is not

- an item that can be sold in a non-slamery economic system (18, p. 49).
Wealth estimates: In this section, the operational definition of wealth, the

techniques orl estimating, and the data are discussed.'A number of
authors have estimated "net private do;nestic" wealth ,(table This definition
focuses on the wealth most likely to constitute the property tax base: "Net'.,
refers to het of depreciation. "Private" means that wearth.owned by Federal,
State, and local-governments...is excluded. "Domestic'" indica,tes" that only .

wealth owed by U.S. residents located within.the geographical boundaries Of
. the United States is included. Values. are in current prices. .

There are three major problems with the boundaries of these'dki.First, a
problem occurs with domestic wealth owned by foreign nationals but located
4ithin the U.nited States. These items would be subject to the projierty tax,
but the Goldsmith and Kendrick estimates exclude them, proyiding only "net

. foreign balance." The data could not be adjusted because the rolevant sectoral
data are limited'tO 1929, 1939, and 1946, making it difficult to interpolate or
project forward U.S. wealth owned by foreigners (41). Relative to national

.
wealth, thisitern.i's small.' 9

The secondsproblern is the monetary gold and -silver item. Such a line
item does not exist in the wealth data pertaining to agriculture, except per -
haps ,as "cash holdings!' Because it is not coMpsaiable betiveen the USDA and
the other national estimates, it is deleted in thit study as a possible source of 6
error. The most recent Kendrick data do not list monetary gold agd silver as a

separate line item, so it is estimatedusing Goldsmith dhta nd netted out. It,
too, is a relatively' small component of national wealtiPSan3i it has dtcreated

,

over time,
The third probleth concerns,U.S. possessions mil ter itories whose wealth

is included in these national wealth estimates but not in the agritultural

"The 1972 Census of Governments (56) listed 16 States as taxing intangible personal
.propeity. Only five States provided data on assessed values of intangible property. Netzer
(40i

p. 142) estimated that in 1961, intangibles constituted 4 percent of the local general
pro perty tax base before exemptions. Even less information exists on revenues from the
tax on intangibles. .

"PerishablePerishable and semidurable commodities are defined to have an expected asiet life of
less than 3 and 6 monthrespectivelmafipp. 11). , .

"For more Information on this probTem, see (46). ,
,
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Table 3Summary: Estimates of domestic net private tangible wealth of the United States, in current prices, selected years, 1000-75

Year

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904

1905
1906
1907
1908

1.9°9

1910
1911
1912
1913.
1914

1915

4
1916
1917
1918
1919

Goldsmith
"Saying"'

Goldsmith
"Wealth"'

Goldsmith
-"Institutional Kendrick*

Investor"' "Finance"' '
Goldsmith
"Balance

' Sheet"'

tow Kendrick
'ConferenCe

ardh6:

.I
1.

.
80.0
83.8
89.9

'94.9
99.2,

106.5
115.3,"
11.9
125.0
131.5

137.8'
142.7,
149.3
155.2
158.6

172.5
204.5
248.7
285.9
341.6

, .

A

,

,"

79.2

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A\ N/A
N/A

- N/A
l/A

N/A
N/A

0 147.5
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A ';

N/A
N/A

..

:

Billion dollars '6

82.3 N/A
N/A N/A
N/A , N/A
N/A N/A
N/A N/A

iNa N/A ,
N/A N/A
N/A N/A1
N/A N/A
N/A NIA

N/A N/A
N/A N/A
N/A' N/A
N/A N/A '
N/A N/A

N/A N/A
N/A N/A
N/A N/A
N/A . N/A
N/A 4 , N/A

'

4

t

-1

' ;
1,,,

,

/

- 82.3.
N/A
N/A

t---7 N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
NjA

-' N/A
N/A',

151.2
N/A

,N /A

N/A
N/A

. N/A
N/A
N/A

t:

-

''
,t5

/

.

f

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Z144

N/A
N/A
N/A
N /A,
N/A

N/A'
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A '

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A ,

A

See footnotes at end of table f3" Continued
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Table 3-Su
-

sues of domestic net private tangible wealth of the United States, in current prices. selected years, 1900-75-Continued

v.

(-
Year

Goldsmith Goldsmith Kendrick
Goldsmith Goldsmith "Institutional Kendrick "Balance * "Conference
"Saving"' "Wealth"2 w Invegtorlv "Finance "' t Sheet"' Board"

"'N

1r01
'1921

,

1922
1923
1924

ins
1926
1927
1928
1929

1930' .
1031
1932
1933
1934

1935
1936
1937
1938

10 199

4 4
Billion dollars

.., .
.

,---,-

11°

342.0
297.4

j 301.6
t 322.0

330.9

346.3
359.6
3-73.1
488.5

N/A
N/A

298.0

N/A

N/A
Isi/A
N/A
N/A

11/A
, A/A
'. N/A

' N/A'
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

'

4

N/A
N/A
N/A

, N/A
N /A.

N/A
11/A
N/A
N/A

N/A '
'N/A i..' -

',293.2
N/".
N/A

N/A
/if N/4 9

N/A
N/A

395.6. 391.4 3 82.7 376.2' . 382.6

-365.9 N/A N/A N/A N/A
31714 N /A' N/A N/A N/A`
280. N/A N/A N/A N/A ,
283. 279.8 N/A N/A 275.1 -
289.0 hl/A N/A N/A 14/A

288.7 N/A N/A N/A N/A,
306.6 N/A N/A' N/A N/A
319.8 N/A N/A N/A N/A
317.9 N/A N/A 2 N/A N/A
313.8 304.0 N/A N/A `21.3

Sepfootnates at end of table.

(

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

- N/A,
N/A

. N/A
N/A

3,27.7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/

N/A
N/A
N/A.
N/A
N/A

'Continued

0



Table 3-Summary, Estimates of domestic net priyate tangible wealth of the dined States, in current prices, selected, years, 1900-75 -Continued

Year.

Goldsmith . t` Goldsmith Kendrick
Goldsmith Goldsmith "institutional Kendrick "Balance "Conference
"Saving "',, "Wealth"' - Investor"' "Finance"' - Sheet"' poard"6

Billion dollars .

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

1945 ',
1946
1947
1948
194

193'0
1951
1952
1953
1954

1955
1956
1957*
1958,
1Q59

4)

344.2
.585.5
409.7
425.5
440.9

470.3
571.0
677.4
736.3
760,5

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A.
N/A

N/A
N/A
NIA

N.) N/A
4N/A

448.3
551.1
665.6
739,0
742,0

866.5
954.1/
994.4

.1'033'1
1,072.8

1,155.9
1,256.4
1,352.8
1,414.9

N/A

1

N A 4
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A ,

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
'N/A

- 916.0
i N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A/

N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A. N/A
N/A N/A , N/A
N/A , N/A N/A

N/A ,
N/A .-

470.8
2

'N/A
65878..a8 :.

75'2.7 ,. '''. 761.8
N/A 765.0

N/A 886.9
N/A 973.4
N/A 1,013.1 ' -

'1,050.4N/A
N/A 1,089.8

N/A 1,363.8

N/A 1,172.0
N/A 1;270.6

N/). N/A
1

/1,410.0. 1,423.0

N/A
N/A
N/A

642.2
660.7

)836.5
873.5
905.:5
940.2

1,179.2

11016.6
1,105.9 .

.1,307.0
1,233.6

gee footnotes eland of table. 35' ... .,--1:1=-Continucd
z--



Table 3Summary. Estimates of domestic nettrivate tangible wealth of the linked States, in current prices, selected years, 1900-75Contiriud

Goldsmith
Year

Goldsmith
Coldsmith "Institutional jCcndrick
"Wealth "' lnveslor"' 'Finance"

Billion dollars
r

1960 N/A ' N/A 1,487.0
1961 N/A N/A N/A
1962 N/A N/A N/A

.` 1963 N/A ' 74/A N/A
L964 Er N/A ,, N/A N/A

.
1965 N/A N/A N/A
1966 N/A - N/9 N/A
1967 N/A ,- N/A N/A
1968 N/A N/A 2,410.0

%, 1969 N/A N/A . N/A

1970 N/A N/A N/A
1971 N/A N/A . N/A
1972 N/A N/A ' N/A

---973n ''' N/A N/A N/A
.,. .'1974 / N/A N/A N/A dr'

1973 N/A N/A N/A

N/A = Not available.

(17 19).2(20). 3(72). (29).5(21). 6(28).

36.
S.

1

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A i
2,031.9

N/A
sa/A
"74/A .

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/Artr°
N/A

r

Goldsmith
" B *nx
Sheet"'

Kendrick
.t.Conference

Board"6i

., N/A

. .
1361 6

N/A 1,405.0
N/A ; 1,471.2 --i
N/A 1,551.4
N/A 1,643.0

N/A 1,759.5
N/A 1,906.2
N/A 2,057.8 '

. N/A 2,246.0
N/A r- 2,459.0

,
N/A 2,651.6

--, ' N/A 2,879.1
N/A 4101 3,1891
N/A 3,575.1"
N/A 4,008.1

N/A 4,341.0
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estimates or property tax data. No data were foynd by which to adjust,the
national totals. The magnitude is probably small relative to totals.

. National wealth estimates are not neatly and uniformly consteucied. They
are built on government collected data: derivations based ori.government data,
independently collected data from inventories and surveys;and data derived -

from other wealthresearchers. Control data are not available for many types
of wealth in the nationar totals.3° It must be cautioned that the available data
are at best only approximate.

One technique that merits special discu-ssion in connection with wealth
estimates is the perpetual inventory method (PI). It applies only to reproduci-
ble tangible assets such as structuresand machinery. Briefly, in usiiig PI, one

tiiirk adds the current- capital expenditures for a particular-class of assets to the
depreciated. capital expenditures for previous.years, and adjusts them by an
appropriate price index to obtain a base-year estimated value in real terms. To
get.estimated values in current prices, the values are reinflated by the.appro-
priate price indexes (16, pp. 10-28). Capital expenditures in and given year are
the excess of"expenditures on durable goods over depreciation allowances.
Depreciation and expected asset life are calculated by reliance On Irlterna?
Revenue Service rates where available and on rough approximations otherwise,
straight-line depreciation is typically used (16), Capital expenditures and
depreciatign allo<vances are deflated 13y appropriate prile indexes to base year
prices. To obtain event year pfices, the depreciated inventories are inflated

. by the same indexes. The perpetual inventory method was Aiployed by Gold-
smith, Kendrick, and Tostlebe in developing theistimates presented here.
USDA estimates of wealth in the farm sector use similar methods to value farm
machinery and motor vehicles, but notstructures, which are calculated as a

,percentage'of total value of farmland and buildings (63, pp. 3, 10-13).3'
There is an arbitrary element in the use of PI for estimating wealth. In

()Eder to obtain estimates, assumptions haue to be made about such items, as
'expected life and depreciation, the resale market, large disasters, both natural
and man made, expected levels of maintenance of machinery, levels of tech-
nology embodied in the capital stock, and expansions of facilities. Most of
these problems have been amply studied, and the difficulties are well known.
Thus, it is'recognized that the procedures are arbitrary, and their use may con-
tribute to inaccuray'estimates that maybe compounded over time. l .,In partic
ular, the regale market; or market for used goods, provides flows beitween
sectors which are not adequately accounted for by PI (18).

Many, names are associated/with perpetual inventory wealth estimates,
chief among these arc those of Goldsmith and Kendrick. As can-be seen from
their estimates, there is a certain amount of variation for no readily Apparent
reason (table 3).-Wealth estimates, asAdicatedTarlier, involve many different
datalou'rces. Variations can be "traced to statistical reasons, refinements of,the _

,3°Kationstl and.sectoral totals can vary widely, as can be seers in tables 3 and
",For more information on methodolbgy of wetith estimates, see (1671r20, 25, 32,

65). r.
4

4,
'31 4



perpetual inventory method, and some to changes in other source tiata. The
V.--

estimates of national land value are particularly uncertain. In one study, Gold-
smith presents two alternative estimates of land valuea "high" and a "low"
one, which differed in the valu,e of residential landwith the understanding the
readei could select the one considered most reasonable (19).

There also are a number of estimates of the value of wealth in the agricul.
rural sector (table 4). There is considerable variation in the estimates, andit is
quirek pronounced in the early years. In later yeas the discrepancy is smaller
though still considerable. The sources of the differences are uncertain. Land
accounts for the largest proportion of farm wealth and for this all sources use

USDA estirnates..Structures are valued differently byltho:USDA balance sheet
and Goldsmith- Kendrick (62). The USDA balance sheet figures estimate, on
the basis of census 'data, the proportion structures are of find and structures;
they carry the proportion forward between census years. Survey data provide

"- the estimates of value of land and buildings together between census years.
Goldsmith and Kendrick use the perpetual inventory method to value struc-
tures. Livestock, machinery, automobile, and crop values are derived from
USDA data by all users.

Wealth 'comparisons. Based on the data presented, above, the accumulation
of wealth'in the agricidtura1 sector and for.-the Nation now may be com-
pared.32 Values are in currentaprices. Relative rates of growth in wealth

'thoUgh-time (or the agricultural sector and the Nation are of interest (table 5).
, It is evident that rates of growth of nominal wealth in agriculture and the

United States as a whole rarely are equal. For example, in the first decade of
. this century, the rate of growth of agricultural wealth, at 9.9 percent, was

somewhat greater than that for national wealth. at 7.2 percent. In the next
decade the wealth of the United States showed a faster rate of grow* than
that of,the agricultural sector. The data are inadequate to show the effect of
World War f.

Ili the 1920's, the rate of accumulation of wealth in agriculture was nega-

tive r-2.8 percent). The overall rate of growth for the United States was, not
large, at 1.7 percent. These years were depression years in agriculture. They
were folloWed by the 1930-'s, which bronght'a severe depression, to the whole
economy. The average annual 19,30-39 rate of decrease for U.S. wealth was 1.3
percent, in agriculture, wealth declined on the average 2.7`percent per year
during the period 1930-40.

In the early 1940's.agricultural wealth grew faiter than did wealth for the
economyias a whole, probably because.of the Government's wartime policies.

During tile second half of the decade,-the whole economy expanded fdster than
did the agriculturarsector. This was true until the early 1970's when agricul:

s" The reason for comparing agriculture and the whole economy, rat = than agricul-
ture and nonagriculiure, is that before 1930 data were available only foMlected years;
the years selected were not the same for the-Nation and is constituent sectors. In order to

derive anysomparisons.on growth of wealth in the early years of the 20th century, it was
thus-necessary to compare agriculture and the entire economy. Subsequent comOarisons
in this report, however, are between the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors.

38
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Table 4-Summary: Estimates of net piivatedomestic wealth in agriculture, in current prices, selected years, 1900-75

.
End
of

Year

.
W ,

' Goldsmith
"Saving"'

Goldvnith
"Wealth"'

Goldsmith`
"Institu-
tional

Investor"'
,--,

Kendrick
"Finance"

Goldsmith
"Balance
Sheers

Kendrick
"Conference

Bogrd76 Tortlebe'

Derived
Balanc

of Farming
Sector'

1900

1910
1912

1920
1922.
1925
1929 1

. 1930
1931
1932
1933
1934

24.3

N /A'
49.5

. N/A
49.4

N/A
64.3

NiA
N/A
N/A

- 41.0
N/A

. 24.4 .

N/A
49.6

.. N/A
69.4

N/A
'64.3 ,

N/A
..... N/A

N/A
41.0
N/A

) 11/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

4

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

'

r

Billion dollars
9

N/A

N/A ''
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A '
N/A

N/A
N/A ' ,

N/A
N/A '
140A

N/A ,

N/A
N/A

...N4A-'
N/A

.

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N./A
N/A

r
la

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

.N/A
N/AL
.N /A.
N/A
N/A

'

'

'

t

/

2.1.8

43.3
N/A

83.8
N/A

60.7
N/A

60.5
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

'

.

)

.

' r

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A :
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4Stfmmiry: Estimates of net private domestic wealth in agriculture,' in current prices, selected years, 1900-75Continued

End ::
ttf"
Year

Goldsmith
."Saying"' ,

Goldsmith
"Wealth".

' Goldsmith
"Institu-

tional

_
Investor"' -

- r

Goldsmith '
Kendrick 'llalance

"Finance"' Sheet"'

Kendrick
"Conference

Board"'
.

Tostltbe'

Derived from
Balance Sheet

of Farming
Sector'

13; dim; dollars

1935 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 40.4 - N/A
1936 , N/A N/A N/A . N/A,4 N/A N/A ' lg/A N/A
1937 N/A N/A N/A -fr' l)/A N/A N/A # N/A ' 7 N/A

.1.938 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1939 41.6 15.6 N/A N/A N/A

f
N/A N/A .. 48.8

1940 N/A N/A
.

N/A N/A ' N/A N/A 43.9 50.1
1941 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 56.8
1942 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 65.5.
1943 N/A N/A ( N/kl, N/A N/A. N/A N/A 73.6'
1944 , N/A N/A N /A/'' N/A N/A ... N/A N/A 80.7.

4..

1945 86.1 86.5 NIA N/A 86.5 N/A 75.0 '. 87.3
1946 N/A 98.3 N/A N/A 98.3 N/A N/A 99.2'
1947 N/A 112.0 N/A N/A 112.0' N/A' N/A .11.1.0'
1948 N/A 118.9 N/A N/A 118.9 91.6 N/A 118.3
1949 123.8 117.4 N/A N/A 117.4 N/Ao N/A 116.8 .

Sce footnotes at cnd of table.
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Table 4 .Surnmaryt Estimates of net private domestic wealth in agriculture, in current prices, selected years, 1900-75- Continued

e
..

(goldsmith'-.1
End . ft-

4 "In''stitu- Goldsmith Kendrick'
.4 of Goldsmiths . GdIdsmith tional - - !LKe'Rdrick "Balance "Conference

Year "aving"' "Wealth"' Investor"' "Finiante" , Sheet's Board "' 4ipstlebe7

Derived from
Balance Sheet

of Farming
Sectors

t....1 'Billion dollars ill i.,

.107.4

t-4 . -#
1950

. N/A 136.1 ' N/A N/A 136.1 N/A, 133.5
153.0
1503.5

1951 N/A .. 153.0. . N/A N/A
50

N/A N/A 149.0
1952 . N/A 150,5 '138.1 -N/A

.
N/A N/A

14447.451953 N/A ' 144.9,, ,WAN? /A 144.9 N/A N/A
1954 N/A .- 147.6 , ,7 N/A

.1
/A 147:6 147"

-, z.
i

' 150.4

. N/A o N/A
...

1056
1957 . N/A

N/A"
167.7

158.2
N/A
N/A N/A

N/A
-158.2

167.7
182:4

N/A
131.4

N/A
N/A

,.
I:585081..6:

*166.6

1955 N /A. '',--. /50.4 NIA /A : ---14/A' * ', t NPt

1958 N/A . 182.4 .N/A N/A N/A N/A
1959 N/A le TIN- t N/A N/A 4k N/A N/A 0 N/A 184.9 "`

. 4.'; . '.. r . . e ,-
19,60 NIA N/A '17t8 N/A N/A N/A N/A- 186.6
196f N /A ,;. N/A : , N/A . N/A N/A N/A N/A

210942.421962 1`.1/6. .. : N/A N/A rN /A N/A ' N/A N/4 .,p.
1963. .N1 : , o' NIA' N/A , NIA . N /A N/A N/A 209.6
1964 6 NV '\ , N/A -- N/A * N/A NW' +' N/A N/A 217.1

... ''"''0

ice footn--Beitt' 4,of table. . -ContinuF
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Table 4Summary: Estimates df net private domestic wIth in

4

iculfure, in current prices, selected years, 1900-75c-Contimied

. ., GoldsMith 1 i ° , terived from
4 "Institu. ' Goldsmith . ,,lefi,drrek Balance Sheet' .

". Goldsmith . Goldsmith tional Kcndrick, "Balan,c,e "Confcrc 1 of Farming
Tosdeb? -Year "Saving"k ., ':Wealth "' Investor"' "Finance"' " . Sheers' , Boar ' 'Sector'

'.. '.., Billion dollars . :
.%,-, . o

'a
1965 N/A i

. 1
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NI. ,6,- .. 232.7

1966- N/A N/A N/A N/A '' N/A 2,04.2 . N/A . . .145.5

1968
. N/A N/A N/A N/A '11438-11967 , N/A i" N/A N/A

N/A fkk N/A '` 9266.2' NI4,
N/A ;,

N/A N/A , - N/A . ,tr '228725::
1969' N/A`a) - N/A N/A N/A . N/A\ r" /

' 233951651.01932' 45N/. ',.. "" N/A N/A N/A N/A : N/A N/A -

1970 * j N/A N/A ' N/A N/A NIA , N/A ' N/A
1971 WA N/A N/A N/A N/A ' N/A N/A

1973 -\ N/A . ,N /A ' N/A 14/A . N/A 345.p N/A 436.5

O 1975' - .4`.4/A.* , IN/A
N/A . 'c

N/A N/A N/ N/A N/A 545.2
1974 *4.41/A . NIA , N/A . ' '',. N/A N/A . N/A 482.5

I.,

J4 i
N/A = Not avaltablc:: /

V

k

4, atirces. 4(17. 19 ,.tabiW -27). 2 (214 table A-53). 3(72, table IB 5). 4 (2 . (21, tals)slaild.la).'/ i,as of Decembeirll of thOCVi0US yeai.)/ . ., f... , 1.'' .

Footnoted 'Estimates arc only for "rarm btaihess" Household assets are excltrded.

A .

4. 1, ;

St ... ',
24.

3:

4

((5 (62, cntrres,are adjusted to be--reburnt
4

a

voy

4



. Table 5- Nominal average annual rates of growth in wealth, agricultural sector
and U.S. economy, selected time periocip 1900.75

Year Agriculture Year U.S.

Percent .44
Percent

1900.10 9.9 1900-09 7.2
4910-20 9.4 1910-19 16.4
19Z0-30 i -2.8, 1920-29 . 1.7 - i

. f930-40 -2.7 1930.39 -1.3
1940-45 14.9 1940-45 at 7.3' ;
1946-49 5.9 1946-49 11.1
1950-59. 4.3 1950-59 8.3
1960-69 5.7 1960-69 9.0
1970-75 ; 17.3 1970-75 12.7

1900-75 , " 32.0 1900.75 31.0

Sources: Column (2): Table 4, 1900-40--Tsgiebe, 1941:I-present "Balance
Sheet. Column ('4): Table 3, Goldsmith "Saving" and Kendrick "Conference
Board."

-' -

tural wealth 'grew more rapidly;t1tn li.S. wealth as a whole. 3 throughout
1900-75 period, wealth in the agricultural sector increased 32.0 pefcentorn-
pared aith a 71.0 'percent'inerease.for.the economy as ;

The importance of these changes is that variations in Vihtth Milky the
different sectors of the economy will account inspart for ochanges in taxes
assessed against that wealth. Other factors, stich alegal changes iritax rates,
assessment practices,,assessrhent ratios, and propertyllubject to the tax, would
account for'the rest.

Tax and, wealth comparisOns. Taxes op farm property as a percentage of
the tdtal :U.S. tax bill hay now be compared withfarm wealth as a percentage
of,U,$. wealth (table 6).34 The tax and wealth,data are not available for the

'same years d-uring theyeriod 1901-34, but it is evident from what data are
available that the farn-Ttax iSercentages of' U.S, property takes are sigpificantly
less than the farm wealth percentages are of U.S. wealth. Iii 1935, the dit-
ference,wis 3.4 percentage points..

4D1:ring the period 1910-40, the farm wealth Peitqntige showed a decline'.
from 3:1.4 percent to a rarigc,of 12.8 to 14.6 percent. the farm -tax percent, on. the ottEr hand, rose slightly from 1926 to 1931 before exhibiting a decline by
1239":"buring'the rest of the decade it was quitexable.

The farm wealth percentage showed an inereise durmrthe first half of the.
1940's, while the tax percentage elbited a slight increase. Then, ng the
see.ond:half of the decad,r, the wealth percentage fell while the tax ercentage

'Ilf,wm'e of the rates seem inordinaily high, it isin part because the rates of growth
are in nomiral, not real terms. Relative price inflation ordeflation thus will accoRit for

.part.of the rateof rhangc. - 4

4 Taxes arc based on asscssmentycars in table 6 rather than on collectibn years, as

4.

thcf2.506 tabiC 1.

.
4 3

.

.
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Table 6-9arm property taxes and wealth as a percentage of all misperty taxes

Property taxes

United States, seltVd assessment years, 1901-75

-T7 th

U.S. net ptirate
t domestic wealth Agricultural wealth' '" 'fi'. Agriculture/U.S. .

../

End of -' .. <
. . .

assess-
**N.

ssr` Kendrick :. Balance Balance

matt Agriculture/ Goldsmith "Contemn& - Balance T lebe/ Tostlebe/ Sheet/ Sheet/

Year 1.I.S.Ibtall Avicniture' U.S.! Saving . Boarel.,.."- Tostlebe) Sheet' - o th Kendtick , Goldsmith Kendrick -"mr
--..

1901
1910'
1912
1920
1921
1925
1926'
1930
1931
1932 _
1933.
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

fi 1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

, 1943
1946
1947
1948

',. 1949
1950

*1951
1952
1953

- - &Men dollar: Perron

N/A 83.8
N/A 137.8
N/A 149.3
N/A 342.0
NA/ 297.4
N/A .'?' 346.3
12.7 . 's ,359.6
N /A' 365.9
13.1 317.4
N/A 280.0
10.7 283.8
N/A '289.0
10.6 288.7
N/A 306.6
10.2 319.8
Nth 317.9
10.3- 323.8

0.7 N/A
N/A N/A

1.3 N/A
N/A N/A

3.3 N/A 4,
N/A N/A
4.7 0.6

N/A N/A
4.5 r. , 0.6

N/A N/A
4.1 0.4

N/A N/A .
,4.1 00.4
N/A N/A
4.4 0.5

N/A N/A
4.4 0.5

4.S 0.5 l 385.5'it .
NIA N/A 344.2

N/A N/A N/A 409.7,

4.6 0.5 10.4 425.5
4.8 N/A N/A 440.9
5.0 0.5 11:2 4 470.3
33 - 0.6 11.2 571.0
6.1 0.7 e 12.0 '''. 677.4
6.8 0.8 11.8 736.3
7.3 0.9 11.9 760.3
7.9 0.9 11.6 N/A
8.7 1.0 11.4 N/A
9.4 1.0 11.1, N/A

10.0 1.1 10.7 N/A

See footnotes at end of table.

8d4,pn dollars.

N/A 43 3 t';
N/A
NAA 31.

N/Alir N/A
-NIA

N/A N/A i N/A. N/
-- N/A 83.8 N/A 24.

N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A 60.7 N/A 17.5
N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A 60.5 N/A 16.5
N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A
N/A, N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A N/A

. .1.4/A '40.4 ".. IVA 14.0
N/A N/A ) 147A N/A

1. ' N/A N/A N/A N/A
NA N/A , N/A , N/A
N/A N/A . 48.8 N/A
N/A 43.9 t 5Q.1 12.8
N/A N/A ' 56.8 N/A
N/A N/A ' 65.5 a N/A
N/A N/A .73.6 N/A
N/A N/A 80.7 N/A
N/A 75.0 ', 87.3 16.0
N/A N/A 99.2 N/A
14/A

642.2
WI

.6'
S 1

N/A
N/A

N/A 114114319631j : N/A

4N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
118.3

AS Pli% 147.4 N/A
5.5 N/0 144.3 'N/A

, .

N/A
N/AC
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

4N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A ,
N/A.
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

14.4
N/A.
N/A
N/A

Percent

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N /A'
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A t

14.6
f4.7
160
17.3
18.3
18.6
17.4
16.4
16.1
15.4'
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

WA
tfA
N/A
N/A, -
N/A .t
N/A '4
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
18.4
17.7
17.9
17.8
16.9
16.0

-Continued



Table 6-Farm property taxes and wealth as a percentage of all propetty taxes and wealth. United States, telecast assessment years, 1901-73= Continued a
1

End of
SUM.
man '
years

Property taxes = Wealth

U.S. total' 7 Agriculture'
Apiculture/

U.S.'

US. net prBate
domestic wealth ' Agricultural wealth

Goldsmith
"Saving"'

Kendrick
"Conference

Board"' Tostlebe'
Balance
She&

Tostlebe/
Goldsmith

1934
-1955

1956
1937
1958
1939
1960
1961
1962
1963

:1,1964
-`1963

1966
1967
1968'
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

Whore dotlars

10:7 1.1

11.7 1.2'
12.9 1.2
140 1.3
15.0 1.3

16.4 1.4
18.0
19.1 1.6
198 F 1.7

21.2 1.7

22.6 1.8
24.7 19
26.0 2.Q

27.7 , 2.1

30.7 2.3
34.1 2.4

37.9 2.6
42.1 2 V
45.3 2.9
47.7 2.9
51.5 3.1

N/A ., N/A

Percent

10.2
9.8
9.5
9.0 ,
8.9
&'7
8.5
8.4
8.5
8.2
8 0
76
7.7
7.6
7.4
7.1

dig.8
6

-4(
6.2
6 0

N/A

N/A
N/A ;
N/A
N/A ""
N/A
N/A
NIA

.N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

"N /A
N/A ,...

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Billion dollars

940 2 N/A
1.0164 N/A '
1.105.9 N/A
1,179.2 N/A
1,233.6 N/A
'1.307,0 N/A
1.361.6 N/A
1,405.0 N/A
1,471.2 N/A
1;551.4 N/A
1,643.0 N/A
1,759.5 N/A
1,906 2 *.N/A .
2,057.8 N/A
2,2460 ' N/A `
2,459.0 N/A
2,651.6 .cz,_ ,,, N/A
2,8791 N/A
3:189 8 N/A
3,575.1 * N/A
4,008.1 N/A.
4,341.0 . N/A

. .

147 1

150 9
158.6
166,6
181 6
184,9
186,6
194.2
202 4
209.6

44417 1
, 32 7

245.5,
258 1
,275.2
'2824

,292.5
315.4
356,0
tit 5
M 5
543,2

t

,
NA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A a

s N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A ,
N/A
N/A,

.

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

°NM* Not availaSle 42k
a

Sources: 'Table I. Taft, have been *busted backward 1 year to correspond td'amesament yens. Percentages calcuated before roLndmg based on data shown to sable 1 'Table 3 'Table 4

4.o -

AgneuhoraU.S. a

, Balance , Balance
Tostlebe/ Sheet/ Sheet/

Kendrick Goldsmith Kendnek

Percent

;
N/A , N/A 15.7
N/A N/A 14.8

NIA. ,,, N/A 14.3

N/A N/A 14.1

N/A N/A 14.7

N/A N/A 14.2

N/A NM 13.7

N/A lig N/A 13.8

N/A , N/A 13.8
N/A N/A 13.5

N/A N/A 13 2

N/A N/A 13 2

N/A . N/A 12 9

N/A N/A 12.5

N/A , N/A 12.3

N/A N/A 1 1 3

N/A N/A 11.0

N/A . NA 11 0

N/A N/A 11.2

it/A N/A 12 2

N/A N/A 12 0

N/A . N/A 12.6

$



.

increased slightly. As of 1975, this pattern of a slowly declining agricultural
-. wealth percentage was continuing, with two exceptiodr In 1958, a year ()co,

business recession, the farm wealth percentage rose, it rose again beginning in
4972 (a very goo .year for farm income) and.this rise persisteclat 'an uneven"-

pace through 1975 due to rapidly increasing land values, The farm, tax percen-
tage peaked in fV4-7, and .has exhibited a steady.declini sice.

Ssimeexp.lanations of these trends may be hazarded -at this point. With
itsregard to wealth, it may be obltious that sectoral wealth percentages seem te be

related to: (1) theGovernmens'Sillocational po-hcies in w4rtime,12),bu,siness
'cy4les, 3 i j3) relative rates of with in sectoral income. Overall the frenlin,0.061P-
the tax percentages does not appear to be as responsive tO-ihese factors as is
the case for its tax basewealth. However, it does appear to be somewhat

, responsive to the business cycle. .

Ratio of property faxes to Wealth. T he growth of wealth has expanded the
potential property tax base. The degree to which this potential -tax base is -
related to taxes.paid is measured by the ratio (property taxes paid)/(wealth).
This ratio can also be identified as the effective property tax rate.35 Th`e'
differential pattern of growth of wealth by'sector-has had different effects on

. the tax-wealth ratio (or the effective tax Bate) in the agricultural and nonagri-
cultaral sectors (table 7).

Only sketchy data are available for both sectors before 1945. In 1935, the .4.1,

agricultural ratio was .010; the nonagricultural ratio was .015. By 1939, the
. agricultural ratio Was unchangbut in the nonagriculturarssLtor it had

declined to .014. By 1945, the ratios differed by between .074 and ;006,
depending on the wealth estimatesused.

After 1945, the agricultural ratio has.been -consistently lower than the '...
,nonagricultural ratio. The size of the difference varied between years; and the
data dO narprovide unique estimates of the difference in a given year. The
range of the differences varies from .002 in 1949 (estimate based on Goldsmith
saving and balance sheet) to .007 in 1961, 1963, 1964,'1965, 1966, 1972, and
1973. The ratios, then, came closest together in 1949 and then diverged. "4:

It is interesting to look at the trends of the ratios over time. It is regret-
table that the data are not more complete for the 1920's and 1930's. the agri-
culiaral ratio was .010 in both 1935 and 1939, but it may .have fluctuated
between those years. The ratio continued to decline through the 1940's until it
leveled/Off at .007 in 1948 and .008 in 1949. It stayed at .008 or .007 until
1969 when it increased,to .0b9. It remained at .009 through 1971 and declined
to .006 by 1974.

The nonagricultural sector's ratio is not as well behaved as the akricultwal
ratio, and there are more numerous estimates of the ratio. This ratio thclted
a peak of .015 in 1935, then began a decline that ieachtd .011 in 1950-51. The

,
-.,.

' 3 'The concept the effective tax rate differs from tic local tax rate or millage rate
'.,by abstracting from ios and tax exemptions, which differ from jurisdiction
to jurisdiction. Effective rates e usually based on "market values'. of wealth, which
the wealth measure used here appro aces, . .

I 4
/

. . ,

4 0 ' ,

...-



Tabk 7 -Ratty of properly taws to wealth &mei/tonal and nonagpculcural see9tors, United Stater, selected anessmenc years, 190075

Agricultural sector Nonagricultural sector

Ratio of taxes
Weaker wealth Wealtnl III Ratio of taxes to wealth ,

Kendnck
r.:- Kendnck.

End of '" 1 Gokhouth "Saving" "Conference Board- 1 Gold'amith "Saving" "Conference Board'.

mew k
nicht Balance Property 4V . Balance Balance Balance Property , Balance Balance

yea Tosticbc Sheet taxes' Tostkbe Stket Tostlebe Sheet Tostlebe Sheet taxes", Tosticbc Shoct Tcrittche Sheet

&Mon doIlars - : 4
7,1'

1900 21.8 N/A ' N/A N/A /A 58 2
s

N/A N/A NM N/A N/A NM NM N/A

1910 43.3 N/A N/A . N/A., N/A 94 5 N/A WA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1920 83.8 N/A N/A d. N/A NIA 258 2 N/A N/A NIA NIA N/A I
N/A N/A N/A

1925 60..7 N/A N/A 11 N/A N/A 285 6 N/A N/A N/A NM N/A` N/A N/A 7://A

'1926 WA N/A-' 0.6 ' N/A WA N/A N/A N/A N/A 41 N/A N/A N/A
.1

NM

1930 60,5 N/A NM N/A N/A 305 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1931 N/A WA Q6 N/A NI4 ' ( N/A N/A /A N/A 3 9 N/A NM rim N/A

NI.1932 NIA N NIA N/A N/A 1 N/A - NM /A. NM NIA, N/A N/A N/A N/A

1933 N/A NM la 4 N/A : N/A. N/A N/A N/A N/A 37 N/A N/A N/A N/Am

1934 *WA. N/A NM N/A NM N/A 'N/A N/A NAA N/A NM N/A N/A N/A 9

1

1935 40.4 N/A * 010 N/A 248.3 N/A N/A N/A 3.7 .615 N/A N/A N/A

.1936 N/A N/A N N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A ,N /A N/Ao 'N/A N/A N/A

1937 N/A N/A 0 5 NeA NIA N/A N/A N/A 14/A 39 N/A N/A NM N/A

1938 N/A . N/A NM N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

1939 N/A . 488 0.5 N/A 010 N/A 275 0 N/A WA 39 'N/A 014 N/A N/A

1940 439 501 N/A N/A N/A 300.3 2941' N/A WA N/A ' N/A 'N /A ' N/A , N/A

1941 N/A 5613 0 5 N/A .009 AA 328 7 N/A N/A 4 0 N/A,, .012 N/A / NM

1942 N/A 65 5 N/A N/A . N/A N/A 344 2 N/A N/A N/A NIA NM N/A N/A

1943 N/A 73.6 0.5 N/A .007 N/A 3513' N/A N/A a4.1 N/A 012 N/A N/A

1944 N/A 80 7 N/A N/A N/A N/A 360,2 '' NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

i

See footnotes at (Ind of table,
-Continue.
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s.
Task 7-itstio 'eropert' taxes 'to weal* sesiodoand and aosairiadnaral sectses. United States, adketed sanwnau ram 190p75LCoatinned

Ead of
MKS.
man
yaw

Agricultunl sect= Noompicuttural setiOT:.

weatths

ProPt4
taxes'

Ratio of taxes
to wealth Weakh'

Property
taxes'

- Ratio of taxes to wealth

Toselebe
lithoce
Sheet Tostkbe

Balance
Sheet

Goldsmith "Saving" Goldsmith "Saving"
1Ccradnek

"Conference Road"
Kendrick

"Conference Board"

Tostlebe
Balance

. Sheet TostkiliP
Balance
Sheet Tostkbe

Balance
Sheet

t ,
Tosdebe

Balance
7

Sheet.

194
1946
1947
1948
1949

1950
1951
1952
1953

1254

1955
1956
1957
1958*
1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

75.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

107.4
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A ,
N/A
N/A
N/A
NM

.Hafion dollair

. 87.3
o 99.2

111.0
' 118.3

116.8

133.5
.149.0

147.4
144.5
147.1

150.9
158.6
166.6
181.6 ,.
184.9

.186.6
194.2
202.4
209.6
217.1

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1

...

1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.4

IS
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.8

.007
NM
NM
N/A
N/A

.008
N/A

- NM/
N/A
NM

- N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

'

6

..

.035

.006
.006
.007
A06

007
.007

007
208
008

008

395.3
'N/A

N/A
NM
N/A

N/A
NM
N/A
NIA
N/A

N/A
N/A
NM
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

3113.0

471.8
566.4
618 0
643.7

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

, ,,:. N/A
N/A
N/A

&Mow dollars

4 N/A
NM
N/A
WA
N/A

63N9I.A2

`N/A
N/A

, N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

,..-

'4
N/A
ND.
NM

523.9
543.9

668173:51

726 1
.0779631.1

.
865.7
947.3

,51.012.6.
1,052.0

1,175.0
1,2102
1,268.8
11:344251:8

;

'

4-3
4.9
5.4
6.0
6.4

7.0
7.7
8A
8.9
9.6

10.5
11,7
12.7
1153 .7

16.5
17 5
18.1
19.5
20,8

.011
NM ,
NM
NM
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
WA

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A(

N/A

TA
N/A
NIA

.012
.010
.010
.010
.010

NM
N/A
NM
N/A
N/At

N/A
WA
WA
N/A
NM

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N /A'

NM
NM
N/A
NM
N/A

AI 1
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Pr

-NIA
N/A
N/A-
N/A
N/A

I
a N/A

NM
N/A
.012
.012

.011
All
.012
.012
.012

.012

.012
013
.013
.013

.014

.015

.014

.015

.015

See footnotes at end of table.
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/ratite 7Ratio of property taxes to wealth. agricultural. and nonagricultural sectors, United States. sdected assessment years. 1900.75

Agricultural sector Nonagricultural sector

Wealth',

End of
SAWS
meats Balance Properr
year Tostlebe Sheet taxes

Ratio of taxes
to wealth Wealth"

Property
taxes'

Ratio of taxes to wealth

Tostlebe
Balance

/ Sheet

. Kendrick.

Goldsmith "Saving" "Conference Board" Cold4nith "Saving"
Kendrick

"Conference Board"

Balance .

Tostlebe Sheet Tostlebe
Balance
Sffeet Tou lehe

Balance
Sheet Tigtlebe

Balance
'-', 'Sheet

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

`
008
008.
.008
.008
.009

.009

.009
008

.007
006

N/A

r. - Billion dollars

N/A N/A N/X
N/A --N/A NIA
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N /A' N/A.
N/A ..N/A N/A

N/A N/A .N/A
N/A

a N/A N/A
1 N/A N/A \ N/A

N/A N /A'\ N/A
N/A N/A N/A

N/A ` N/A N/A

1,526 8
1.660 7
1.799 7
1.970.8
2,176.6

2.359 1
2.563.7
2.833 8
3,138.6
3.525.6

1.3,793 8

22.8
24.0
25 6 ,

28 4
31.7

35 3
39.3
42.4
44.8
48.4

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A .

N/A

4 N/A
NIA

t6 N/A
N/A
N/A

'N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

%IS
.015
014
014
.015

.015

.015

.615 *
014
014

N/A

------ , - - Billion dollars - ---- -- .....

. .. , ,
1965 232.7 1.9 .--
1966

...'CIF
245.5 2.0

1967 /X 258 1 2.1.
4968 N/A 275.2 1.3
1969 N/A 282.4 2,4

1970
'

N/8 292.5 2.6
315.41971 N/A 2.8

1972 N/A 356 0 2.9
1973 rf/A 436,5 2.9

2974 44/A
dI
482.5 3.1

1975 N/A 5452 N/A
S

N/A Not 'available. , ..
,

a .... i <5 y

Sources: ' Table 4. 'Table 1. Taxes have beds adjusted backward one year to correspond troth assessment years. 'Tables 3 and 4. Fast level of this column heading identifies the source of the national

wealth estatfates (table 3). Second level identifies the agricultural data source (table 4). The first level minus the second level yields the various wealth estimates for the norugncultural sector
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mend is not clear in the late .1940'4 because the series is spliced and the data

differ by,002. In 1952, the ratio rose to .0i2.-It increased again in 1957,Ind

apparently was not affected by the 1958 recession (unlike the agricultural

ratio) In 1960, it rose again, and for the rest cif, the rime period up to 1974 it

fluctuated between .014 and .015.
is important to consider the role of tax-exempt property in the non -

gricultural sector. In the nonagricultural sector this includes most of the non-

profit sector: privateeclucational institutions, foundations, and churches.

Historically, these institutions have been exempt from property 'taxation

Under vatiOus State laws. Over time, a growing number of States have added

more kinds of institutions to the tax-exempt list.

There also is property that is wholly or partially exempt in agriculture, but

it is unlikely that its relative importance approaches that of the .nonprofit

institutions in the nonagricultural sector. How-ever, the situation for the agri,

cultural sector cbuld be changed-as more States adopt differential assessment

laws and exempt farm personal property from taxation. Excluding the non-

profit sector from the nonagricultural sector would cause the tax/wealth ratio

to rise, unless the sector is so small as to cause no measurable change.t.also

'would teed-to cause the ratios of property taxis to wealth to widen between

the Cultural and nonagricultUral sectors, other things being equal.

Very little information exists on the role of the nonprofit institutions in

;-the nonagricultural sector (19, 72). Available data are summarized in table 8.

It should bCe.noted that the "nonprofit sector" includes data only for selected

institutions. No information is available on what percentage .this estimated

nonprofit sector is of the actual nonprofit sector.

, Controlling for the presence of a nonprofit sector in the-nonag' ricultural

sector obviously would not alter the result that the agricultural sector pays less

taxes in proportion to its wealth thin does thnonagricultural sector. What is

surprising is that the gap noted above did not widen significantly between the

two sectors. In 1933, the nonagricultural "profit" ratio was .016, whilexhe

agricultural ratio was :010. In 1968, the ratios were .014 for the nonagricul-

tural profit sector and .008 -for agriculture. The range of differences in ratios

between the two sectors varied.between .002 (1949, one estimat;) and .006-

(1933 and 1968), -

Analysis of the data over time rt-veals that the nonagricultural profit

sector's ryio declined between 1933 and 1949, and then rose between 1949

and 1968,,The agricultur sector's ratio rose between 1933 and 1939, declined

by 1945, and then lose slowly until 1968. These data parallel those presented

above in table 7. In short, untiltecent years, the relative size of the nonprofit

sector has been so sniall that it has not had much influence on the resultant

tax/wealth ratios when netted out.
Thus, controlling for the presence of a ta5c exempt sector does 'not alter

the situation muck. The agricultutal tax/wealth ratio is still consistently lower

than the nonagneltural ratio-'and kcomparison of the results shown in tables 7

and ft, shOws that the exclusion of the nonprofit sector in the nonagriCultural

5"0
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Table Sr-Ratio of property taxes to wealth, agricultural sector and nonagricultural "profit" sector, United States, selected assessment years, 190048

....... Agricultural root

-End of
ism -
meat

-. 'yew
Goldsmith
"Seeing"'

Balahce
Sheet',

1900
1912
022
1929
1933

24.3
49.5
69.4
64.3
41.0

N/A
.N/A
N/A

-, N/A
N/A

1939 45.6 '48.8
1945 86.1 87.1

;..1949 123.8 116.8
11152 N/A )1,8671

1960 N/A
1941 N/A 275.2

Wealth' Property takes' . Riilo of property taxes to wealth

Selected nonapicultural
nonprofit institutions

Nonagricultural
"profit" sector

.
Agri-

cultural
nectar .

,

Nonagri
cultural
sector

Nonprofit min-
sector

Agricultural
sector

Goldsmith '
"Institu-

Goldsmith ' abnal
"Stung"' lovesTot"'

Goldsmith
"Institu-

Goldsmith tional
"Saving" Investor"

Goldsmith
"Naito.

Goldsmith clonal
"Saving" Investor"

t 1
Goldsmith Bah cc
"Saving"

1.5
'2.7
5.2.1
7.3
6.2
6.9
8.1

I2.g
N/A
N/A
N/A

.

'

Billion dollars

N/A 54.2
N/A 97.1
N/A 227.0
N/A 324A
N/A 2364
N/A 271.3
N/A 376.1
N/A 623.9
23.0 N/A
44.7 a N/A
87.6 N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
g1/A
N/A
N/A
N

745
1,255.7
2,047.2

".

N/A
N/A
N/A
14/A
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.9
1.0
1,5
2.3

1

N/A
N/A

,N/A
-N/A

3.7
3,9
4.5
6.4
8.4

16.5
28.4

1.

N/A
N/A
N/A

' N/A
.016,
.014
.012

-.010
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A _
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
.011
.013
.014

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
.010
.011
.006'
.007
N/A
N/A
14/A t

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
.010
.006
.008
.007 .*
.008

N/A - Not aiigable.

'Total wealth is the awn of the wealth of the agricultural sector, ,elected nowt:m-01mM nonprofit uutitutions, and the nonagricuhural "profit" sector. 'Table 1. Data were adjusted backward 1 year

to correspond with moesaintn yews 'Table 4. 4(17, table W25; tp. (n. table 1103). ,
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sector doelinot materially alter the range of differences in ratios betWeen the

two sectors.
- . What are some of the probable causes of the difference in effective tax
rates between the two sectors? First, although assessment ratios are setby law,

effective assessment ratios Could differ systematically between ruralied urban
areas. Some reasons for this are: (1) some States with classified property tax
systems assess farm property at lower rates than other property; (2) rural farm-
land does not "turn over" as rapidly in the market as dots urban real property,
so it is more difficult for assessors to gauge rising market values in rural areas,
(3) assessment quality may vary between rural and urban areas, (4) State laws
.permitting diffe,rential assessment of farmland and exemption of certain classes
of farmpersonal property are becoming more important over time and would
in most cases effectively lower the assessment ratio r farm wealth.

Second, the existence pf overlapping jurisdictiWsuch as some combina-
tion of municipal governments, school districts, township governments, county
governments, special districts, and State governments, taxing the same tax base,
will cause the aggregate value of all levies to vary from jurisdiction to jarisdic-
tion.lt is unlikely many farms pay municipal taxes,4herefore, owners of non-
agricultural property would probably have to pay taxes to at least one more

....)jurisdiction than farm owners typically would.
Thirdly, the quality or quantity of public services may simply be lower in

rural than in urban areas. The property taxes necessary to finance those
services would thus be lower. .

Assessed value of farm and nonfarm property. A preliminary evaluation of
some of the possible causes of the differences in effective tax rates could be
developed by determining what percentage of total property wealth assessed
values of property account tor, by sectors. This percentage would measure to
what extent agricultural property constitutes the total property tax base:There
are problems in this approach. Methods for obtaining assessed values vary

.._
between States with regard to the following items, which can be loosely
classified as a defnitionaL aggregation, and data problems. ---10

First, consider the role of totally exempt property. Most States do not
-,_,..

assess the value of totally exempt property. Theoretically, at least, this prop-
ertyis countedas gross wealth and as such should constitute part of the
property tax base. This is idefinitional problem. Also, the kinds.of institutions
exempted are determined by law and vary from State to State. This is a prob-.
lem of aggregating unlike quantities. As mentioned above, most States' do not

. keep datacon values of total exemptiOns so information is not available to cot-
rect the raw datl; this is a data problem..

Second, there is the role of partial exemptions. These are set by law to be
a filled value, a proportion of household income, or some other figure. The par-
tial exemption may be applicable only for specified purposes, such as school

"dist *cts. A value can usually be determined for partial dicemptions b. sub-
. trac g net assessed value from gross assessed valuation, numbers'which most

States ollect. Since these vary between States, the problem is one of aggre-
gating dissimilar? quantities. ,
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Lastly, there are differences in assessment ratios. These also vary from

State to State, making a problem, again, one of adding unlike quantities. In
addition to these problems, there is difficulty in obtaining comprehensive data

ion assessed valuations. The Census of Governments provides data on gross
assessed valuations of locally assessed taxable real property only for selected
local areas (56). More complete data are available for locally assessed personal
property, but this excludes the value of property assessed by States. As for the ,

farmland component of the property tax base, the Bureau of the Census counts
farmland in the category "acreage" which also includes timber land and vacant
land. So data on fa'rmland can be only imprecis4Because of these definitional,-
data, and aggregational problems, it was not possible to determine how much
the farm sector provides of the total tax base."

41Ib

INTERNAL AGRICULTURAL SECTOR QANGES

The focus now changes to factors within the'agricultural sector. The tech-
nological revolution on farms and the accompapying ourmigration of people
from the agricultural sector of the United States has begn well documented. in
this section, the purpose is to relate some of the- internal sectoral variables-that
have shOwn great change to the property tax as this tax pertains to the agricul-
tural sector. This is done in a historical context in an attempt to gain more
understanding of the degree to which the role of farm property taxation has
changed throngktime. Data limitations confine most of the analysis to this
century,

Number of Farms

The changing number of farrhs has im tions for the propetty tax. The
number of farms declined from 5.86 millio 1902 to 2.43 million in 1975a
58.5 percent chopfollowing-0e well-known trend (table 9). e fanivrLI

estate fax payment averaged'only $19.17 per farm in 1902. Declin g'
farm numbers combined \vith a steady rise in taxes increased this fi ure 60
times to $1,174.77 per farm in 1975. The farm real estate tax accounted for
the bulk of farm property taxes throughout this period, ranging from a high of .
90.5 percent in 1934 to a low of 78.0 percent in 1952 (table 9). (Data are not
available for years prior to 1927.) Although these data are interesting in them-.

Nevertheless, tpc Bureau of the Census (61) has derived a U.S. total for gross?nd
net assessed valuation of property for 1973 and 1975. The figures are as follows:

Item
Amount

1973 1975

-26 Billion dollars

Assessed value, grbsstotal '872.6 1,096.3
'Amount cxcmpt 27.6 3.4

Assessed value, net total 845.0 1,062.9 .
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Table 9 -Farm property, taxes per farm, per acre, and per fiiin person, United States,selectcd years, 1902-75'

`Year of farms farm

. Farm

I real estate
: Number tax per

Million Dollars
--.

1902 5.86 19.17
1913 6.39 34.06
1922
1927

6.42
. 6.34 .

79.55,,
86.46

1932 6:50, 70 :9'5

1934 . 6.71 57.28.,
1936 6.67 58.87
1938 6.38. 62,56
1940)/ 6.10 65.75
1942 6;00 66.58
1944 5.91 71.00
1945 5.86 - 78.78
1946 5.76 89.43
1947 5.67 106.21
.1948 5.57

fp.
117.14

1942 5.48 128.4Q
1950 5.38 137.48
1951 5,23 149.37
1952 5.08 ; 158.90
1953 4.93* . 172.84
954 , 4.78 183.00

1955 4.5Z 202.43
1956 4.35 221.41

c footnOtes at end of table

NM real
. estate tax/

Total farm!
'V.I. property tax

.

Taxable
firmland'

Far realFarmm
estate tax
pdr acre r

Farm
population

Fann'
lib property tax

per farm
person

Percent

N/A
N/A
N/A
87 9
90.4
90.5
89.6
89.3
88.9

,k.,.. 85.7
,83.9
83.6

b
84.0
82.6
81.4
80.9
80.S4,,,80.

78.8
248:0

79.3
8d.3
80.7
81.6

.

b

.
,..

t

Milton acres

828
903 .
942
9,50

1,014
1,Q41
1,050
.1,042
1,034
),042
1,051'
1,%55
1,058
1,060
1,063

,1,066
1,0701

1,071
1,0-7r
1,072
1,073
1,063
1,053

Dollars

. .

.14.

.24

.54

.57

.45

.37

.38

.38

.39

.38

.40

.44
.49
.57
.62
.66
69°

1 ,73
-or .76

. .79
.82
.88
.92 .

Million
.

N/A
32.3
32.1
30,5
3J.4
32.3
31.7
310
30.5
28.9
24.8
24.4

. 25.4
25.8
24.4
24.2
231)
21.9
21.7

.. 19.9
.... 19.0

`19.1 1.1.

18;7.

Dollars

N/A
N/A
kl/A

20.31
1163:2153'

13.88
14.47
14.80
16.12'
20 13
22.80

28.41
33.04
36.06,
39.97

4475:u880

53.61+
6507.60

63.83

-Continued.
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Year

1

Table 9-Farm eropertyslaxes per farm. per acre, ati31per fate person

Number - .

of farms ' farm

Firm
real estates`'

sax per

i
1957
1958
1959

. ..

1960
1961 14

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
W67

zlty61972

971

8
969
?70

r

. Faim real
'estate tax/
Total farm
propkrty tax

Alan - - Percent. Dollars.
1 .
4.13' i
3.'32
3.70 .
3.60
3.49
338
3.27 .

3.1-
3109 4
3.02
2.94
2.87

' - 2.80
. 2.73' 1 2.66

t , 2.59 ,

197 " 2.52
.1974 s 2.45
1975 32.43

..,t

: .

1902.75''- ContinuedStates, selected-years. 1902'*-Conttnued

ble
Bland'

Million acres

.
Farm real,
estate,tax Farm

per ac : popUlation

MillionDoll

Farm
propertytax

Per firm
person Ruh

Dollars-

15.

71.20
77.70
86.07
98.03.

i I
.

- 251.73
. . 277,10

4 311.74
3145.31

v375.75
406.10

' ' 433.66
464.4I
497.47'

ts 541289
587.81

1 654.99
727.62
794.54
8921
95

1

997.50
1,082.37.

. 31474.27

.

' '

4
.

4

`, S1.9
r 81,3

' .40.8
81.3
81.5

81.9
..., .81.6
464 81.6

81:9
. '814
. . -81.(3

82.4
' x84.0

84.3
85.3,

"----Istist 153

85.7
4 85.7

3 84.9

.1,044
1.033
1,025

4 1,024
1,020
1,017

.1,014.
1,011
1,001.

992
983
974
965
956

, tit., 990
986
982
980

$ 979 ,

,

'

.4

.99
1:05.
1.13
1.21 .

1.28

1.45
1.53
1.65
1.76
1.93
2.11
2.27
2.40 0

2:50
T.56
2.70 At:
2.92

17.7
17.1.
16.6
15.6
14.8
14.3
13.4 ,

13.0
12.4
1,1.6

10.9
10.5
0.3
9.7
9.4
9.6
9.5
9.3
8.9

108.68
117.22
129356
138.31-
151.16
172.52
194.13
217.58
235.64
265.14
296.22
300.79
308.82
332.91

3377.90

N;etr Not available. 't
.. ' %II'.

. ' ItiCIUcies Alailta and Hawaii beginning with 1960,' Ocipublished data frcim' the. fardi real estate'tax serks (6). Baged on 4ata from the Census of
ASnculture foi,the 190*MM:0%nd from the Statistical Reporting Service thereafter. 'Preliminary. 4, .-1,--, . . ,.,

.
. , . t , .

-55 .''.:-,,,i.,-; Sources: (6, 7. 12, 48, 54,, 2, 6p, .

A --,r, . , 4. ":. . .. f ,. i re- .
: ... 3
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selves,-they do.not ca the significance of a comparison or property taxes

with'procluction expens or incord,e,,Which is done below.

, .

Taxable Farmland .',-
. ,

' - .

According'to the Census tAgriculture, the total land in farms increased
from 841.2 million acres in 19* to 1,921 million acres at the time of the
litest census in 974, an, incr6le of 21.4 percent (52, 54):-This reflects the
addition of four new States to the Union during this spall plus the a,ddition.orl
farmlandin the remaining States. Taxablelarmlandincreased. from 828 million:
acres in 1902 to 980 million aere4 in the agAcultural census year of 1974 for an -

increase of 18.4 percent (table 9). Taxable farmland peaked at 1,073 million
acres in 1954. the slower rate of growthof the taxable farmland..series and
resultant divergence between this series and total land in farms reflects the
better accounting of public and Indian lahtis in the Census of Agriculture'
beginning in the 1930's. In 1975, taxable,firmlarid was estimated to be only
90.1 percent of all land i,n farms.ftbierepresents the largest percediagegap V* a

observed to date between these two hi cal series. .hical

per acre haverineft ased fr '$0714 per acre in 1902 to $2.92 Rer
acre in 1975. or 20 times (table 9). A °Ugh of interest, taxes r nreligures .. ,

are not as important' as taxes per 100 of value or taxes com
s

o\tarrii
.x, .

income. BOtli.of these concepts alc !explored below. .. 0 ,
, a.

Flirm,Pdpulation
,

4
.

The U.S. farm popufation declined from 32.3 million7in 1913'to 8.9 mil-
lion in 197 foVa loss of 71.5 percent during the piriod. This well- documented
loss, coupled with rising taxes, caused from property; tmies to climl,frOm
$20.3'1 per farm person in 1927 to $377.90 per farm persoip 1975 (table 9),
This,e(ghteenfold increase, as in the number-of-farms case:gieteresting, but
not nearly as important as a comparison of taxes with production gests and

incomewhich will be presented below.

Value of Farmland and'Buildi
. . .

The value of farmland and buildings (VLAB) in private ownership

increased litimes (from $20.3 billioriy $367.4 billion) between 1902,1nd
.1975 (table 10). However, the farin real estate tax per$100 of VLAB eas rela-

tively stable thnkighopt the period (table 10). It was $.0:55 per $100 of VLAB

,in 1' 13,increased to a pe of S1.52 ki. 1932 (the Great Deprc.,ssio ,

d reaSedbo,$0,77 in 19 , and after a steady. Climb to $1.00 in 1950'
ermined quite stable unti the 1970's when a decline began.
-, The rapid consolidatiV,of farms-and optmigrAion of farm people has led

t `a.decreased .iieed for farmsteads. But there icxhe remaining question of )t ":
I

wh then the residual farmsteads are relativ are valimible, thus compensat- '

ingich, ost? T.., '7. ads been the. ) i owever. Farm building values 4

4. 2,, I

I .
1 hr

4
1

* ) .1 V 4i

,
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'Table 10-Value of family/1d and buildings, and farm real estate taxes per $100
of full value, United States, selected years, 1902-75'

-Value of Farm real ' Farm building . ,Value of
.farmland estate taxes value/ . farm real

and buildings per $100 Farm real estate/
in private of estate Value of all i.

' Year ownership' full value value . farm assets

Ifillion
dollars '' Dolit;rs Percent Percent,,

se

.

es 4b.

0

4

.

, ,1902-. 20.3
191.3 39.4

'1.922 . 52.9
1927 47.4
1932 ` 37.6
1934 33.d
1936 35.4
1938 34.2
19 0 34.1 4

19 41.2
19 , 53.1

4 194
1946

60.5 -

67.8
1947 72.9
1948 75.8 i
1949; 74.4

.1950 ,' 74.5
1951 . 85.7
195.2. 94.1
1 ol, 95.5

' 1954 94:0
1915 97.1 ;

. 1956 101.6
1957 108.8
1958 113.9
1959 122:2 P

'

.

,

N/4
.55

, .96
1.16
1.52
1.17

' .1.11
1.17
1.18
v.97

.79

.77

.77

.83'

.87

.95
1.00

.91

.86

.89

.93

.96

.96

.94

.95

.94
..97

1 .01
1.01
1.00
.98

,, .5t,
.98

-.98
1

_
01

1.05
1.08
1.09
1.05
.96,
.80
.76

i

'.

.

't

-`

r..

.

.

-
NA
N/A

7
N/A
N/A
29.7
31.3
32.4
31.4
29.4
29.0
29.2

'419 '-'*--

... 28.4
28.6' 29.3 /

.28.7 /
28.4.

- 27.8
28.4
27.6
26.2
26.4

, 25.0
24 2
23.1
22.7
22.5
21.5

'21.1
20.5

*I 19.7
19.8
19,2
19.4
18.4
17.7
17,7
17.2
17-.2

17.3 '

.

.1'

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-N/A
N/A
N/A
63.5
59.6

555877:.902.

58.8
57.6
56.8
56.8
57.2
56.9
58.7
58.9
59.5
60.7

1"'"
62.4

.61.6
64.0
64.6
64.9
65.0
66 4
67.9
67,..8

68,P
68.5
68.2
6.7.15

67.7
67.4
67.2
68.3
71.3 .

11

. 1960 ,128.1'
Z 0 961 129.6 :.

1962, 135.6
1963 141.2

- 1964 149.6
1965. 157.3 .-
1966 '167.4. ;
1967 177.0, I

1968 - 185.7 (
1969 194.1

, 1970 , , 200.1' . '
1971 216.8
1972. 3.5
1973 .2
19.74 41, .1; )

1975 367.4
...

A .*Not available t

.

t
' Inclyes Alaska an Hawaii begiWpg with 1960.11/nptiblished data from ;

the farm real estate tax cries *(6). I

1

Sources: (6;42, 62, 64),
4
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as a percentage of farm real estate values (land and buildings),:decreased from
29.7 percent in.193-2 to 17.3 percent in 1975 (table 10). The:decline has been

steady since the high of 32.4 percent accounted for by buildifigi was reached in
1936. Thus,revidence suggests that the farm real estate tax has been becoming
increasingly a land tax.

The situation regarding the value of farm real estate as a percentage of all
farm assets has been much moreAable. USDA figures ghow that th.efalue of
farm teal estate (land and buildings) was 63.5 percent of the'value 4211 farm

assets 1940 (table 10).3 7 The figure was 71.3 percent in 1975 and the inter-
vening ye Illtw only mild fluctuatiop. This finding is cbrroborated by the
classic work o Tostlebe (51). He found that the value of farmland and build-,
ings was 78.1 percent of the value of all farm physical assets (land and build-
ings, implements and machinery,, livestock, and crop inventories) in 1870 and
70.1 percent in 1950 (51, p. 36Vhe perc&tsgezas not above 81.5 (1925) in
the interim. One must thus conclidde that land and-buildings have formed a
stable basis for farm taxation for a long time and that recent years have seen
little change inthis situation.

Real Estate as an Input

Real estate accounted for 83.1 percent of all farnt proOrty taxes p aid

during ilia 1927-75periOde Because land forrni such an important part of the
farm property tax base, it is important to examine whether it hag been declin-
ing in relativeiinportance as an input in the agricultural sector Any such
decline would mean that the rationale of farm taxation on the basis of real
estate waseroding.'Somc would go so:Jar as to urge thc abandonment of any
tax base incapable of keeping pace with technological change. Such a decline
could help explain any detenoraten city taxation revenues not only
internaTly.to the agricultural sect4 but e fully as well it might paitifiy
explain the decline in the share of thc tota U.S. property ta)c contribution 1,
accounted (orb/ the farm sector, as was shown in table 1.

But land 3s a basis for taxation has not deteriotated. Indeed, it has been:
quite responsive to inflationary pressures and farmland hai attracted a class
of non-farm investor buyers that view their land at least in part as a, consump-
tion good or tax shelter. Land accounted for 18 percent of.theinputs used
in-agrignitural production in 1975 (table 11). it also was 18 percent of total'
intititsin 1870 and has ri deviated much from this over the years. One must,
therefdel.look to Other reasons to explain the changing nib: of the farm real,

estate tax in the tdx Systems.
Another way to,examine real estate as an'input is to view it as a produc-

tion expense. Farrn.real estate taxes were 4.4 percent of toPal production

5 ,

'4 Farm assets include real estate, livestock, machinery and motor vehicles, crdpl
stored on and off f rniqieusehold equipment and furnishings, deposits and currency,
U.S.asavingsbonds, abci investments in cooperatives (62).
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,'able 11Firni inputs: Percentage distribution of subgroup indexes

171

Year Lab&
Real

estate'
Power and
machinery

Agricultural
chemicals'

Feed, seed and
livestock

purchases'

.
cent-

1870 65 ` , 18 3 3

1880 62 19 ' '4 0 3

1890 6C) 18 5 1 3

1900 57 ' 19 '7 1 3

191C1 53 20 9 2 . 42

1915 52 , ' 20 10 -1 2

1920 50 ' 18 12 2 4
1925 49 0 18 12 2 4

1930 46 18/
.

14 3 , 4

1935 471 ' 19 13, 2 4, .
1940 53 20 11 ° 2 51. '

1945 48 1 1.8 15 2 ,. 7 t

1950
r955

384
32'

20
1P

21
24

, 3

5
8
9 i

1960 26 19 25, 6 11' ",

1965, 21 . 20 9 12 i

_1970 16 18 25 . 13 .14 11

1974 15 . 1? . 26 . 15' 14 ',

1975 15' 18 27. 15 * 13

Taxes and . 6

interest Miscelloits, Total

,
1°1 100
12 100
1,Pt--- -.

.
100

'13 °100
13 100
15 100
if , . ,-100
15 100.

v 15
15 . -100'

k

6 3 100
7 3 ..100 s
'7 3 -; 100

8 p3 100,.
9. , 4 100

' 9 4 100
10' 4 .. 100

9 3' 100
9

14. 3
100

I Land in government programs is included in the real cstatc input group although much of thi, land contributed little to agricult al production
21nctildes fertilizer lime, and pesticides. 3Nbnfarm portion of feed, seed, and livestock' purchases.

.,

Sources: (8, 67, plus supplemental FRS data). C 1

,
4 -$
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expenses foilhe 1213-75,period (table 125.33 ThrOughout the period taxes as
a percentage of productiOn expenses havbeen quite stable, except for periods
of decreased demand for farm products and lower.fann prices. Taxes rose to a
high of 10.3 percent of production expenses in 1932 during the Great Deprds
sion, but most of the time they have been less han 5 percent. So, one must
conclude that farm real estate as an inpu
does little to explain the decline in farrn.re
taxes observed through time (table 1).

Faxin Income

has been quite stable and "
-es as a sgare of all Property

One way of measuring theburden of farm taxes is compare them,with
grosi farm income. This ineeme concept includes cash receipts from farm mar-
ketings, government payments to farmers, nohmoney income from farm
products consumed (including housing), and other farm income (from rec'rea-,
tion, arc.) (63). Taxes, when compared against this value, can be regarded as a
bithiness production expense.

, Farm real estate taxes as a percentage of realized gross farm income stood
at 2.6 percent in 1913 and 2.0 percent in 1975 (takle 12). It reached aohigh of

'11 7,2 Percent during the Great Depression (1932) and a kiw of 1.7 percent
during World War II (1944), but forethe-long run this cost item for farmers has
been renia4ably stable.

The pattern for all farm pioperty taxes*,somewhat similar. The inchision
of personal property does induce a longrun downward avid due to the
declining importance of these taxes (table 12). The farm property tax bill (real
and personal) was 4.6 percent-of realized-gross farm income in 1927 and 3.4
percent in 1975. As with the real property portion, the high came in 1932 (8.0
percent) and the low in 1944 (2.0 percent? Still, the longrun stability has been

quite impressive.

A con*nonly, accepted means of evaluating tax buk0ns,,ii citizens is.to
express taxes is a proportion of personal income. Under this view, the property
tax is regarded largely as a tax levied on kifproperty ,4owners to finance local
government ?eryices."Versonal income is especially relevant since all tares must
ultimately be paid from thole! income.

4

Farm personal income so is an important concept since iii includes
income from both farm Ina nonfarm sources. The inclusion of income from
nonfarm sources isa neW consideration since it is not included in the national
ilicome accounts in cLeterminink NIF (discussed" above in connection with
table 1} nor is it included inorealized Ooss farm income. Total personal income "
of the farm population grew from $5.37 billion in 1934 to 545.46 billidri in
1975-(table 12). r4Tr (

°Farm production expenses inclgde current farm operating expenses wages paid to
hired labor (cash And in-kend), outlays for repair of equipment and operation of farm.
purchases of feed, seed and liqstock, overhead costs iuch as depreciation and other capisal

;'consumption; taxes on farm progeny, and interest on farm mortgage debt (63).
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41. " - % ,

Table 1;-Farm property taxes as,a, percentage of farm production expenses, and as a per ntage of grosearin income and personal income of the
N ko farm population, United S ected ye , 1902-75' , ". a

.e,

. Farm po011ation:

, , Farm property Personal income
Farm real ` Farm real Farrn,propegy Personal income , taxes/ from nonfarm .

.3
estate taxes/ estate taxes/ taxed , of farm . Persohal income sources/Personal

Farm production Gross farm Gross farm population, .of the farm income from all
Ycar expenses income income . all sources copulation' sources

Percent - Percetit Perce4t

1902 N/A N/A N/A
1913 5.2- 2.6,1 N/A
1922 6-.9 4.0 N/A -
1927 7.4 41.0

1932 10.3- _ -- 7.2
1934 8:1 k ti 4.5

" 1936 7.0 3,7
19-38 6.8 3.9

1.7
2.1
3.6

1.8W

1.I1

1.8
'1.9

42.2

1940 5.8
1942 4.0
1944 3.4
1945 3.6

- 1946 "' 3.6
1947 ., 3.6
1948 3.5

'1949 - 3.9

. , 4.6
8.0

.---/ 4.9 , 5.

4.1 .

4.4

2.5
- 4.1

2.0
22
2.1 -.

2.1 .
2.3 . . .
2.8:

Billion dollars .,. Percent ,. Percent
Art

N/A , N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A ,
N/A N/A N/A
N/A lit N/A N/A
N/A N/A ..(4/A

37 s 7.0 * , 40.7
7.23 5.5 36,5
7.18 4. 5,6 34.5

,3
. 28.0

36.3
14.09 0
7.6p

16.64 .7 26.7
17.21 3.0 25.6
20.03 2.8 22.7
21.13 3.1 25.1.
23.79 3.1 24.4
19.48 4.1 31.8

s w

"See footnotes it end of able
-I-

-Continued

....# . . .
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41,

perry taxes as a percentage of farm production expenses, and as a percentage of gross farm income and personal income of the
- farm population, United States, selected yelirs, 1902-751-Continued

Farm real
estate takes/

Farm production
expenses. .

Farm real
estatt taxes)
cross farm

income

Farm property
taxes/

Gross farmt .
income

4416. Farm property
Pc "ncome taxes/

o ,arm Personal income
population, of the farrn
all sources population 2

Farm population: .
Personal "come
from nonfarm

sources/Personal
income from all

sources

-Percent Percent -Percerit ; Billion dollars Percent Percent

14950 3.8 2.3 2.8, . 20.35 4.1 30.8
1951 3.5 2.1 2.7 22.66 3.9 28.7
1952 3.6 2.2, 2.8 22.00 , 4.2 30.6
1953 .3.9 2.4 3.0 19.70 4.9 32.7
1954 4.0 2.6 3.2 18.34 5.3 32.4
1955 4.2 2.8 3.5 17.45 5.9 35.5
1956 4.3 2:8 3.5 17.65 6.0 37.3
1957 4.4 3.0 3.7 17.46 6,4 37.9
.1958 4.2 2.8 3.5 19.21 6.1 34.8
459 3.0 3.8 17.53 7.1, 40.6
1960 3.2 4.0 18.36 7.3 39.4-
1961 4,6 3.3 4.0. 19.05 7,3 -440.1

1_1962 3.3 4.0 19.74 7.3 42.3
4.5 3.3 911 19.97 `7.4 44.9

1964 14,6 3.4 --'" 4.2 19.76 7.7 49.3
1965 4.6 3.4 4.1 22.60 7.1 '47.0
1966 4.5 3.2 4.0 23.81 7.2 47.1
1967 4.5 3 5 . t ' 4.2 22.85 7.9, 51.4.

Sec footnotes at end of table.

94. #
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Table 12 -Farm property taxes as a percentage of farm production expenses, and as a percentage of gross farm income and pdsonal income of the
fann population, United States, selected years, 1902-75' -Continued

, . \ - Farm poptlation:
4 _- Farm property Personal income

Farm real Farm real Farm property_ Personal income taxes/ from nonfarm
estate taxes/ estate taxes/ taxed - of farm Persone income sources/Personal

Fanci production Gross farm Gross farm population, of thefarm income from all.
Year expenses income income all sources population' sources-

Percent Percent Percent Billion dollars Percent Percent

1968 4.8 3.6 4.4 24.0 8.0 53.2
1969 3.6 4.3- 26.86 7.7 51.9.
1970 4.911 3.7 ' 4.4 27.38 8.0 52.6

I9
5.0 3.9 4.6, 28.71 8.3 53.2

14 4.7 . . 3.5 4.1 $ 34.41, 7.1 51.3
1973 3.8 2.6 3.1 48.58 5.1 40.2
1974 3.7

,
2.6 3.1

S I 45.08 5.8 47.8
1975 3.8 2.9 a/ 3.4 45,46 6.2 50.0

W/A Not available. -

Includes Alaska and Hawaii beginning with 1960. 'Total personal income before 'deduction of farm property taxes. Includes net rent paid to
_fion-operator landlordi.

J ;

Sources: (6, 48, 63).
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1. popufition,were7.0,Percent in 1934 and 6.2 percent in 1975 (table 12). They'

ranged from a low of 2.7 percent (1944) to a high of 8.3 percent (1971). More-.

\over, they hive shown somewhat more instability through time than have farm
-..,.

Property taxes as a percentage of gloss farm income. Thus, from the viewpoint
of the household, farm property taxes are somewhat more unpredictable than
they were when regarded as a farm business expense.

The nonfarm porting of farm'personal income has been substantial for a
long time and its impOrtance has trien growing until -recent years. Personal
income of the farnSpo n from nonfarm sources stood at 40.7 percent of

' all farm person come in 1934 (table ,12). Itdecked to 22.7 percent in
1946, but it has been as high as 53.2 percent (1968, 171) since. It stood at
50.0 percent in 1975. This reflects the growing importance of off-farm employ-

. mnt at least until recently. According to the C8nsus of Agriculture, the per-
centagepf all farm e,erators working 100 days or more off their farms
increased from'! 1.5 percent in 1929 to 39.9 percent in 1969. It was only 29.9 .
percent as late at 1959 showing the importance of the spurt such eniploy-
rnentat least during the early 1960's (53). However, more-recent evidence has
cast some doubt on whether the growth in ncinfatm employment by the 'farm

.populaiion has continued since the.mid-19601 (71).
_.......... .... .

I 'larder to keep proper perspective one must be careful not to overrate
. the, significance of the nonfarm earnings included io rarm personal income as a

one -way source of funds for the payment of farm property taxes, the 44nagri-
cuItur-A sector has made significant investments in the agricultural sector, and
pays tiXeS'Ina eXperiences losses of income while operating in this sector.
Indeed., the use of farm income loss to offset nonfarm income as attracted afil

number of farm investmentSby relatively hioer.incothe non aim people in
.iecent yeag. The sgread of such "tax loss" farming has tended io further corn-
plicatgan already quite complex relationship beetween the agricultural and non-
agricuitural sectors as far as personal income is concerned (11).1 ;

IMPLICATIONSs
'- i -

.
0

Tip evidence shows that the agricultural sector historically' has paid a dis- i..
proportionate share of its portion of national income to property taxes!turing'

a.

the 192-75 period, faim jproperty taxes accounted for 8.0 perdent Of all prop-
erty taxes, but the national income-originating in farming wds1.0 percent of

Iota national income. Viewed another way, during this span property taxes
took 1.9 percent of national income originating in farming and only 4.0 per-

/

cent.of the national' ncom originating in the nonfarm sector.' agm incomes4i e

have pieally been ower,than those in the nonfarm sector, bu the Evidence is ..

Anconflitsive whether much of the higher property tax bill for arrners can be,
ldblam on theregressivity of the tax. The relative tapital in nsity of the .

agri tural sector is probably the primary cause of its highe property tax
payInts.
a.

,
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Thi traditional view of property3wincidence Was that landowners bdre
the tax on land, but that thtax on buildings, improvements, and businesses
was bOrne mostly by consumers, in proportiori to their consumption patterns.
The property tax (excluding the portion on land site value) was regarded gs an
excise tax and was thoughto be regressive because increases in income do not
lead to proportionate increases in consumption. Moreover, historically the view
has been that the impact of the ptoperty'tax on the agricultural sector has been
quite regressive. ;

The revised incidence theory says that the property tax leads to a lower
overall, rate of return on investment with the tax ultimately being borne by the
qwners of capital. Under the revised theory, funds move to lower tax industries
ware the rate of return is higher, until the longrun rate of return in all sectors
becomes the same.

The implications are that, under the ne)w theory, with owners of capital
bearing much of th; burden, a property t
than under the 'old partial equilibrium mo
the rest of the world may be somewhat be

Agriculture's historical lack of mark
' Ittighten the a priori potential significance

the sector to some degree over the nonagricul
of reduced regressiVity. But how the agricul

.... sensewith the nonagricultural sector depen
capital ownesship between the sectors by income leveinvidence suggests that
there is a much higher ratio of wealth to income in the agricultural sector.'
Moreoiier, internal agricultural-sector wealth is skewed much rriore'toward the
lower endof the income scab than is true for the economy as a whole. These
factors tend to negate a substantial part of the potential progressivity of the
property tax for this sector under the new theoietical view. It follows that
under the new approach the agricultural sector could still end up paying rriore
than its share of the tax, due to comparatively more wealth at the

is
lower in-

come levels. More evidence on the income-wealth relktionships needed, but it
appears that the agricultural sector faces a horizontal inequity concerning the/
property tax no matter which set of Ltsumptidn-iis used.

But the property tax also may be ifiewed as a wealth tax and this leads to
other conclusiOns. When horizontal equity between sectors is pleasured by the
ratio of taxes to wealth, it becomes evident in terms of this measure that the
agricultilral sector traditionally has paid proportionately less property tax than
has the nonagricultural sector. Available data show that this conclusion holds
'for the entire post-1,935 time period. In 1935, the ratio oEpr4erty taxes to
wealth was .010 (1.0 percent) for the agricultural sector and .015 (1.5 perc
cent) for the nona(ricultural sector. In 1974, the ratios wer.0)36 and .014,
respectiVely. Throughout the 30-year span, the range of difference in favor of
the agriultural sector hai varied from .004 to .007. (The tang. was not signifi-e

' cantly altered when the nonprofit Sector was subtracted from t e nonagricul-
tural sector.) The above Conclusions must be tempered somewhat because tilts

.
4

is less regressive for agriculture
el. Thus, horizontal equity vis-a-vis
ter than under the traditional view,

coyr and greater Capital intensity
dey.Ltheoretieal approach for
sectorespecially in terms

sector fares in,a comparative 4
upon the relative distribution of

0
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evidence suggests that property taxes are largely capitalized-into farm property

values, which depresses the farm values and distorts comparisons with other

.sectors to somesiegree.
Neverthelessas interesting as the tax-wealth data are, they do'not repre-

sent a final answer to the question of relative tax burden between' sectors.

Taxes typically are paid from current income so the concern about the relative

tax/income ratios tends to dominate that for the relative tax/wealth ratiosand

the concern for the agriculreal sectoPS comparative. "burden"*continues:

Various attempts have lie'fti taken to help the agricultural sector with its

property tax burden. These include laws: (1) giving-preferential or use-value

assessment for farmland, (2) granting the exemption of major classes of farm

personal property from taxation, and (3) establishing some homestead and

circuit-breaker tax relief plans. There are pros and cons to this growing move-

ment toiprovfde relief b)', making such changes and thus eroding the tax base.

Farrreuge-value assessment is no exception (2, pp. 85-86). The homestead and

circuit- breaker approach.does-not favor,farmers in many instances. However,

the exemption of personal property teatcis to give farmers a significant boost

becaus4 of their typically substantial investment in livestock and machinery.

Viewed abstractly it would seem that further reform is required to make

the properti, tax more equitable for agriculture_ But it must be kept in mind

that In movement to nonproperty taxes by higher levels of government, and

' concotr itant: increased intergovernmental revenues flowing down,to lower

govct ttental levels, could cause local citizens to lose some degree ,,ontrol

over thFir local institutions. Despite criticism on a number of grounds, the

property tax has afforded 4 considerable degree of local flexibility and control

in rural areas.
?r petty tax incidence should not be viewed alone, but rather as part of a

national tai systemFederal, State, and local. For exampleIoVal rcoperty

taxes are a deductible item on Federal income taxes. Though,the property tax

may;a0pear to burdenspme, it_may lower the Federal income tax bill of the

high ;income taxpayer significantly. Interestingly, Pechman and 4ki4r found

that,tcw U.S. tax systein if virtually proportional with respect to inn for

the gait majority of families regardless of the incidence assumkans c f th it

,-mode (45, p. 64).
T e long= revenue ?stability of the property tax in the agriculttir !sector

'are is due to the stability of real estate as an input and to increasep. the .

value (farmland-and buildings that have kcpt pace with the value ol al arm

assets (The share of farmland and building value accounted for by §uildings

hasiaclined through time, however.) The basic historical factors tljat have

been influencing the fared property tax do not appear likel to }range signifi-

icantl in the near future: Thus, the_longruhorizontal inequity of the property

tax, b rne by the agicultiurirsector, when measured in terms of tax/ !loom

tali is-lila-1y to continiit.'
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